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‘A war for the soul of Islam’
BY

ROBERT SILVERBLATT
Daily Editorial Board

LISA CHOW/TUFTS DAILY

Sir Richard Billing Dearlove addresses students yesterday afternoon on Islam and U.S. intelligence policies.

“I am strongly of the view that
what we are witnessing, what we
have been drawn into, is a war
for the soul of Islam,” Sir Richard
Billing Dearlove told an audience
in Cabot 205 yesterday.
Dearlove’s address on the
current wars and violence in
the Middle East was part of the
Charles Francis Adams Lecture
Series, which is sponsored by
the Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy.
Dearlove was head of the
British Secret Intelligence Service
(MI6) from 1999 until 2004, where
he oversaw British intelligence as
President George W. Bush, along
with British Prime Minister Tony
Blair, pushed towards war with
Iraq.
The solutions he offered to
ameliorate the ongoing conflict
focused primarily on moral foundations and relationships with
moderate Muslim nations.
Dearlove was particularly concerned about certain U.S. policies, including rendition, which

sends terrorist suspects to other
countries for questioning.
Although he acknowledged that
the gathering of wartime intelligence is necessary, Dearlove called
for a more scrupulous, legalityfocused approach than the one
currently being employed.
Although extralegal methods
may bring tactical success, they
sacrifice principled justification,
Dearlove said.
“Tactical success against AlQaida has caused it to mutate
into something more sinister and
more difficult to deal with,” he
said.
Dearlove cited the negative
portrayal of American actions by
media outlets, particularly Arabic
broadcasting giant Al Jazeera, as
a source of outrage that works
against American interests.
Dearlove therefore urged
American officials to act within
legal boundaries whenever possible. If laws must be bent, he
argued, they must be altered in
an open, transparent manner.
“There’s an element about the
see DEARLOVE, page 2

Czech UN ambassador visits Tufts
BY SARAH

BUTRYMOWICZ

Daily Staff Writer

Martin Palous, the current Czech
Ambassador to the United Nations, visited an
Experimental College class yesterday to offer
an inside perspective on Czech politics
Palous addressed students in visiting lecturer Milan Kohout’s “Art/Politics: An Insider’s
View of the Czech ‘Velvet Revolution’” class.
Kohout hoped to “transplant knowledge of
the Czech underground to the United States
today.”
He began the lecture with a brief overview of the “Velvet Revolution,” the 1989
Czechoslovakian revolution that overthrew
the Communist regime that had reigned in
Czechoslovakia since the end of WWII.
It was one of a series of revolutions that
spread throughout Eastern Europe in the end
of that year.
“Velvet” refers to the bloodless nature of
the revolution. In 1993, Czechoslovakia split
into the Czech Republic and Slovakia, a split
often called the “Velvet Divorce.”
Kohout described the Velvet Revolution
as “an artist’s revolution” — a rare phenomenon.
Kohout, who was involved in the Czech
dissent movement, showed a slide show of
his own experiences to give the students “a
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taste of the Czech underground.”
Kohout then introduced Palous, a founding member of the Civic Forum, the nonviolent movement that led the dissident movement.
Palous was also elected to the
Czechoslovakian Federal Assembly after the
1989 revolution and he became a member of
its Foreign Affairs Committee.
In 1998, Palous became the deputy minister of foreign affairs in the Czech Republic
and was appointed Czech Ambassador to the
United States in 2001, a position he held for
four years.
“I never agree with what [Kohout] says,”
Palous joked as he began his talk. Accordingly,
he agreed to “tell my version of the story and
cause a little confusion in your class.”
According to Palous, part of the underground culture included “philosophical lectures and debates.” The totalitarian regime
tried to suppress these activities, Palous said.
“The regime couldn’t stand situations
where it involved opening of “public spaces,”
Palous said.
Palous compared the Czechoslovakian
situation to that of Nazi Germany. He referenced an interview given by a German Jew.
The interviewee was “not surprised by what
VANESSA WHITE/TUFTS DAILY

see CZECH, page 2

Martin Palous, Czech Ambassador to the United Nations, visits an Experimental College class yesterday.

‘Captain Planet’ to tie Tufts’ Earthfest 2006 together
BY

ALIYAH SHAHID

Senior Staff Writer

Tufts groups are busy planning for Earthfest 2006 in celebration of Earth Day. The
annual festival will take place
the week of Apr. 18 and include
film screenings, faculty discussions, panels and a carnival in
the campus center.
“The main goal of Earthfest
is to raise environmental
awareness on campus,” said
Earthfest coordinator Amanda
Fencl, a junior. “We want to
keep environmental issues in
everyone’s consciousness...
to make people realize the
impact of their choices on a
daily basis.”
The theme of this year’s festival is the children’s cartoon
program “Captain Planet.” The
week-long event will focus on
the environmental aspects of

earth, fire, wind, water and
heart featured in the program.
These themes will be represented, respectively, by
activities involving food and
fair trade, energy use, climate
change, water and “loving sustainability.” Each day will feature activities involving one of
these themes.
Last year “it didn’t really have
a theme,” Fencl said. “This year
we ... thought Captain Planet
would be a very fun way to do
it.”
The week will kick off Apr. 18
with an Earthfest dinner at the
Dewick-MacPhie dining hall.
The dinner will highlight locally grown, organic and fair trade
foods, as well as food waste
reduction and composting.
“I’m really looking forward
to the opening night with the
kickoff dinner,” said Earthfest
coordinator Carrie Jones. “We

have a great menu coming up
with a lot of food we normally
don’t see.”
Last year, Waterwatch, the
Tufts chapter of an organization that monitors local water
quality, sponsored a clean-up
day on the Mystic river during
the Earthwatch week.
Approximately 100 people
volunteered, pulling trash that
ranged from shopping carts to
spare tires from the river and
its banks.
This year’s clean-up day,
planned long before Earthfest,
will be held Apr. 1. The group
will work with the Friends of
the Upper Mystic Lake, a citizen-run neighborhood group
working to preserve the upper
Mystic.
“ We
definitely
have
about twenty [volunteers],”
Senior and Vice President of
Waterwatch Maura Allaire

said, adding that ECO, Pangea,
Engineers Without Borders,
the Tufts Football Team, Sigma
Epsilon and UMass Boston
WaterWatch will also be
involved with the cleanup.
On the Friday of Earthfest
week, Waterwatch will “set up
a...display on the quad about
invasive plants and the Mystic
[river] watershed,” Allaire
said.
Among the other scheduled
events are an island summer themed party and a film
screening to raise awareness
about Massachusetts’ poor
water quality.
On Earthfest Wednesday,
Civil
and
Environmental
Engineering
Professor
Paul Kirshen and ClimateEntrepreneurship Specialist
Ramsay Huntley will deliver
see EARTHFEST, page 2
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Dearlove: United States should support Muslim moderates

HIGHER EDUCATION
BRIEFS

DEARLOVE
continued from page 1

ACADEMICS ATTACK CONTROVERSIAL WALT-MEARSHEIMER
PAPER
Controversy is intensifying over a
paper written by Stephen M. Walt, academic dean of Harvard’s Kennedy School
of Government, and John J. Mearsheimer,
political science professor and co-director
of the Program on International Security
Policy at the University of Chicago.
The paper, “The Israel Lobby and U.
S. Foreign Policy,” was published Mar.
23 in the London Review of Books. It
alleges that a vast network of journalists,
think tanks, lobbyists and largely Jewish
officials have taken over the foreign policy debate and manipulated America to
invade Iraq.
The alleged network includes nine
major publications (the New York Times
and the Wall Street Journal are among
them), “Christian evangelicals” (such
as Jerry Falwell and Pat Robertson)
and high-ranking officials in the Bush
administration. Another component of
the “network” includes scholars at nine
think tanks, one of which is the Brookings
Institution.
“I do not regard this as a Kennedy
School Research Paper,” said Marvin
Kalb, a senior fellow and founding director at the Joan Shorenstein Center on the
Press, Politics, and Public Policy and one
of the Walt-Mearsheimer paper’s foremost critics.
“It clearly does not meet the academic
standards of a Kennedy School research
paper,” Kalb told The New York Sun in an
e-mail. “It is a rather sensational example
of ‘realist’ journalism. My sense is that
Dean Walt would be better advised to
stick to scholarship and leave journalism
to journalists, who generally check their
facts before publishing them.”
The paper has earned words of praise
from anti-Semite and white supremacist David Duke. The Palestine Liberation
Organization’s mission to Washington
has begun distributing the paper, which
a senior member of Egypt’s Muslim
Brotherhood, an Islamist organization,
has also praised.

SMITH SLAMS HOROWITZ
IN ACADEMIC FREEDOM
HEARINGS
Kurt Smith, assistant professor of philosophy at Bloomsburg University of
Pennsylvania, testified this Thursday at
a hearing of the Pennsylvania legislative
committee investigating liberal bias in
the state’s public colleges.
Smith argued that State Rep. Gibson
C. Armstrong, a Republican and the
primary sponsor of the legislation that
established the committee, has exaggerated the discrimination that some conservative students have encountered.
The hearings have been underway
since last fall, and Smith questioned
whether they were “part of a political
attempt to push a neoconservative
agenda.” Smith also said that hearings
are aimed at restricting academic freedom.
Armstrong has publicly allied himself with conservative activist David
Horowitz, who has been pushing states
across the country to accept an “academic bill of rights” to help colleges
increase their intellectual diversity.
Smith said that Horowitz’s national
campaign for the measure is driven by
“egomania” more that a desire for academic freedom.
— compiled by Anthony McGovern from
the New York Sun and The Chronicle of
Higher Education
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moral high ground which is unchangeable,
which for me is legality,” Dearlove said.
He said that moral capital is especially
important now, considering the poor perception of American efforts that abounds
in the Middle East.
“The U.S.’s credibility and moral authority in the Middle East are unfortunately at
a low ebb,” he said.
Dearlove linked this approach with the
need to support moderate Muslim governments. In a war between those who completely reject Western culture and those
who want to assimilate, he said, moderates
are often intimidated into silence.
“It’s very much about not allowing
regimes to be intimidated,” he said.
Dearlove named Algeria, Libya, and
Egypt as examples of countries in which
the United States should support moderate Muslims.
“We must empower moderate Muslims
— the silent majority, in my view,” he said.
With moderates as allies, Dearlove said,

America can gain a deeper understanding
of many of the issues that are central to the
war.
“We need more ability to understand the
ideas we’re up against. We need more ability to articulate our response,” Dearlove
said. “We’re not well qualified to enter into
this debate, but some of our allies are.”
He also said that the United States
should work to end those of its allies’ intelligence practices that involve torture.
Although he admitted that a complete
overhaul of intelligence-gathering is not
feasible, Dearlove expressed confidence
that pressure will move many countries in
the right direction.
“I think that constant pressure over time
on these issues does make a difference,” he
said.
Dearlove said that by promoting legality,
America can more readily gain access to
intelligence.
“When you do occupy the moral high
ground... it’s much easier to recruit human
sources of intelligence,” he said.
He cited American intelligence dur-

Palous discusses human rights, society’s conformism
CZECH
continued from page 1

Hitler did, [but by] what friends did,” he said.
In the case of Czechoslovakia, “on the
surface everything was fine,” Palous said.
However, “below the surface, something horrible was going on,” and people were forced
to live under repressive conditions.
Palous warned that people in society have
a built-in tendency to conform, “something
that can eventually turn societies into monster machines.”
Palous said this transformation could be

Lectures aim to
bring climate
change into focus
EARTHFEST
continued from page 1

lectures.
According to Fencl, Kirshen will
speak on the “regional impact of
climate change,” while Huntley’s
talk will focus on “what Tufts is
doing and what students can do
[about climate change].”
Organizers are currently working on securing additional speakers.
Another highlight of the festival will be a recycled art competition and a performance by a
Tufts band on the academic quad.
These events will take place on
Apr. 22 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Fencl said that the organizers still
need to finalize which band will
perform.
ECO is collaborating with
other student groups, including
Waterwatch, Pangea, and Tufts
Mountain Club, to plan events.
Planning has been underway
since winter break.
“Earthfest is always one of our
biggest events because it’s in the
spring and it’s fun,” said Fencl.
“We try to come up with creative
ways to get environmental ideas
across.”

prevented as long as public spaces were kept
open.
Differences in religion or preferred philosophical reading don’t matter as long as we
can “create something in common,” he said.
Palous told the class he wanted them to
consider “concepts related to human rights,”
including the difficulty of balancing one individual’s rights with the rights of others.
“Rights are always limited by the rights of
other people,” said Palous, using the controversial Mohammad cartoons published in
the Jyllands-Posten as a current example.
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Party all night in Brown and Brew
The Brown and Brew coffeehouse
announced that it would extend its hours
to 1 a.m., Thursday through Sunday nights.
The Monday through Wednesday hours
would remain the same, closing at 11
p.m. Brown and Brew employees did say,
however, that they would like to see the
coffeehouse open until 1 a.m. seven nights
a week, or even an extension to 2 or 3
a.m. on weekends. The extended weekend hours were not permanent — it was
decided to see how well received it would
be and to do it on a trial basis.

The popularity of the coffeehouse on
the weekends was the main reason given
for the extended hours. It would also
enable Brown and Brew to serve as a latenight study option. The original concept
for the coffeehouse included its purpose
as a place for students to congregate on
weekend nights in a non-alcoholic setting.
Brown and Brew employees also said that
the number of food and drink items had
increased.
Permission from the Somerville City
Council was needed to extend the hours.

ALEX SHERMAN/TUFTS DAILY
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Marc Raifman contributed reporting to this article.
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Palous closed his talk on a hopeful note:
“The [most] important thing is friendship; it
is what makes political society possible,” he
said.
Before addressing student questions,
Kohout asked Palous if parallels existed
between the conditions facing the Czech
underground and conditions in the United
States today.
Palous, true to his opening quip, disagreed with Kohout, saying that there is “a
distinction between totalitarianism and
democracy.”
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ing the Cold War as an example. When
America was perceived to be on the side
of morality, sources were readily available
and “presented themselves thick and fast,”
he said.
Although such sources may not come
forward directly to the United States, they
could approach moderate Muslim regimes,
he said.
Reactions to the speech were mostly
positive. Katy Bondy, a first-year Fletcher
student, said that the presentation was
interesting and “covered a good range of
topics dealing with security.”
She did, however, feel that more specific
examples related to Iraq and Afghanistan
would have been helpful.
“I wish he had more concrete examples,”
she said.
Andrea Dew, a Ph.D. candidate at
Fletcher who helped organize the lecture,
felt that Dearlove offered excellent analysis.
“I think he did an incredibly professional job. One of his skills is to bring many,
many complex themes together,” she said.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

“

Last time I went for
a routine check-up,
they marked my file as a
binge drinker and told me
that a nice girl shouldn’t
hang out with athletes so
much.

”

Suzanne Bernstock,
A new ‘plan’ hits Davis Square
see page 3
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A new ‘plan’ hits
Davis Square

BY THE NUMBERS

One nation, on
ADHD meds?

Planned Parenthood Express Center opens
up Tufts students’ contraception options
BY SARAH

FELDBERG

Daily Staff Writer

Women become unintentionally pregnant every year
across the United States and
around the world, and college
campuses are no exception.
While Tufts Health Service
offers many options for students, including Emergency
Contraception Pills (ECPs), the
recent opening of a new clinic
right around the corner from
the Medford campus has given
students another option in the
realm of pregnancy and sexual
health.
Plan — the new Planned
Parenthood Express Center
located at 260 Elm Street in
Davis Square — offers “clotheson” services such as birth control, ECPs, pregnancy testing
and sexually transmitted infection screening.
“The express centers are
storefront centers in high traffic areas,” explained Dianne
Luby, the Planned Parenthood
League of Massachusetts
President. “It’s like a retail location compared to a hospital.”
While Tufts students have
access to the Health Service on
campus for their sexual health
needs, Luby said that Plan is
an additional resource: “We
think it gives them one more
option.”
Margaret Higham, Medical
Director of Tufts University
Health Services, was extremely
supportive of the new clinic
and said she had met with the
person who was opening it.
“I think it’s terrific,”
Higham said. “It’s a great local
resource.”
Yet since Health Services is a
convenient and familiar option,
Higham said that she did not
expect to see many students
going to Plan while attending
Tufts.
Instead, she suggested that
it would be a valuable addition
for recent graduates, the local
community and sexual partners visiting the Tufts campus
who are in need of services.
Higham did point out that
off-campus clinics such as Plan
have certain advantages for
current students as well.

“Some students prefer the
anonymity of a clinic,” Higham
said. “They’re not likely to see
their friends in the waiting
room. I think it’s good to have
both options.”
Senior Suzanne Bernstock
agreed that having an option
off-campus but close in proximity to Tufts was extremely
beneficial for students.
“I am very conscious about
my health and the risks of
being sexually active. But I do
not think Tufts offers a judgment-free environment,” she
said.
“Last time I went for a routine check-up, they marked my
file as a binge drinker and told
me that a nice girl shouldn’t
hang out with athletes so
much. So yes, I would go to
Planned Parenthood, not Tufts,
given the option,” she said.
“[Plan] is a nicer environment
where they are happy to help,
listen and offer advice instead
of offering nonsensical and
inapplicable criticism.”
Another
student,
who
requested anonymity because
she didn’t want to be perceived
as having received emergency
contraception, said that she
would also choose to go offcampus.
“I think I would probably
go off-campus, just because
I feel like it would be a little
more anonymous,” she said. “I
wouldn’t really want to run into
anybody that I knew.”
Other
students
added
that they feel as if Planned
Parenthood offers more in the
way of confidentiality. For students who don’t want their parents finding out about what
tests or birth control they have
received, an off-campus option
seems to be the best route.
“The only issue with [Health
Service] that I’ve heard is having things show up on your bursar bill,” senior Emily Kolovson
said.
“I’ve never used either but
I’d think that’s the only real
difference. If students don’t
want their parents finding out,
and if it’s going to show up on
your bursar, then they would
go to planned parenthood,”
Kolovson added.

COMPILED BY PATRICE TADDONIO
Daily Editorial Board

A recently released study by Medco
Health Solutions, Inc. found that in
America, the use of Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
medications has skyrocketed over the
past several years. The FDA is divided
as to how to address concerns over
ADHD medications: in February, an
FDA advisory committee decided that
ADHD medications’ labeling should
include “black box” warnings for
“increased risk of sudden death and
serious cardiovascular problems.” But
several days ago, the FDA’s Pediatric
Advisory Committee recommended
that the risks to children in taking
ADHD medications do not merit a
“black box.” In this installment of
“By the Numbers,” the Daily explores
Americans’ relationship with ADHD
drugs.

ALEX DUNK/TUFTS DAILY

The new Planned Parenthood Express Center offers services including
birth control, ECPs, pregnancy testing and STI screening.
For many Tufts students,
ignorance of off-campus clinics makes Health Service their
only real option.
The same anonymous student remarked that she had
been previously unaware that
Plan had opened in Davis
Square and felt that “a greater
outreach effort was needed to
inform students about their
options for sexual health treatment.”
“I think that if they did publicity on-campus, that would
probably make people feel a lot
better,” she said.
“I think that Tufts Health
Service is very well staffed and
trained as far as being medically certified and capable
doctors, but they are poorly
trained in their bedside manner,” Bernstock added. “So having some place else to go could
really make students feel more
comfortable.”
According to Higham, however, students have increas-

ingly used Tufts Health Service
in sexual health emergencies.
Specifically, there has been a
rise in the use of Plan B — an
emergency contraception pill
that is available to Tufts students at a low cost at Health
Service.
Emergency contraception
has been the source of great
controversy in the United
States, and its turbulent history
has been reflected on the Tufts
campus.
According to Higham, Plan B
use is increasing on campus as
it gains publicity.
“The amount of Plan B we
dispense has about doubled
in the past couple of years,”
Higham said. “I get a pretty
steady stream of students. Most
people just come in and get it.”
“I think people sort of have a
very general knowledge of what
Tufts [Health Service] offers,”
Bernstock said. “But only when
really necessary have they
looked into [services] further.”

Wikipedia: convenient, or conveniently biased?
Popular site bans Capitol Hill users in effort to prevent inclusion of slanted information
BY JULIA

TEBOR

Senior Staff Writer

Home to 1,028,360 articles in English
alone, Wikipedia.com is one of the fastest growing encyclopedia sites available
on the Web. Expanding by about 1,515
new articles per day, Wikipedia is an
open Web source that not only allows
users to access information on subjects (ranging from Saint Patrick to the
Pitt Street Mall of Sydney, Australia),
but also allows them to create and edit
articles.
Wikipedia and its founder Jimmy
Wales have recently fallen under harsh
criticism, however. Given that the articles can be edited and created by people who are knowledgeable in a certain topic, this open-source policy can
become a problem when articles are
edited by people who may have a personal interest or a bias.
One example of this problem may be
the recent Wikipedia scandal involving
U.S Rep. Marty Meehan (D-Mass).
According to a press release by Wikinews administrator Wayne Faewyc, “One
of Meehan’s summer interns altered the
congressman’s profile on the Wikipedia

Web site to remove an old promise
that he would limit his service to four
terms.”
According to Political Science Lecturer
Michael Goldman, who teaches “Media,
Politics and the Law,” the Web site allows
for the possibility of biased information
being passed off as true fact.
“In the case of Congressman Meehan
they were taking out material that was
negative and placing in material that
was positive,” Goldman said. “Because
anyone can access it, you are really
getting the information from a bad
source.”
The most important thing to remember, Goldman said, is that sites are all
owned by certain companies who want
certain information to be known.
“If an Internet Web site on climate is
owned by a coal company, you have to
question the contents of the Web site,”
he said.
Goldman added that no Internet
source that is open to public access can
ever be completely neutral and unbiased — especially within the political
realm.
“People who are sympathetic to politicians are going to put down that they

are the reincarnate of Mother Teresa,
while people who are not are going to
say reincarnate of Lucifer,” Goldman
said. “Different people have different
perspectives depending on different
experiences. Some people even respond
to the same experience in different
ways.”
When these differing views are presented as fact, it can affect voters’ perceptions of politicians. Voters who are
researching politicians on the Internet
may see something biased and believe
it to be true.
According to senior Scott Kniaz, if he
read something “bad” about a political
figure on the Internet, he “would judge
him to a certain extent.”
“You don’t know right away if what
you are reading or seeing is correct,
so there is a certain gut level reaction
that will change your mind a little until
you have time to follow up or do more
research,” Kniaz said.
While Kniaz said that he “hoped” students would take the time to research
further, because “that’s where people
run into problems. I would hope that at a
see WIKIPEDIA , page 4

1.7 million Americans ages 20 to 64
who used ADHD medications in 2005
3.3 million Americans ages 19 and
younger who used ADHD medications in 2005
139% Amount
by which the
number of young
adults ages 20-44
who use ADHD
medications rose
over the last five
years
82%
Amount
by which that
increase exceeded the increase in ADHD medication
use among young people ages 19 and
below
65% Amount by which the number
of children younger than 10 who use
ADHD medications rose between
2000 and 2005
6% Amount of those children who
were also using antipsychotic medications
2.5 million Patients across America
whose prescription information was
included in the study
2004 Year in
which a previous Medco
study found
that between
2000
and
2004, adults’
increase
in
ADHD medication use was
larger
than
childrens’
increase
2x Amount by which the number of
boys in the pediatric age group who
take ADHD medication exceeds the
number of girls in that age group
who do
164% Amount by which ADHD medication use increased among women
ages 20-44 between 2000 and 2005
45% Amount by which that increase
exceeded the increase in ADHD medication use among men in that age
group over the same period of time
90% Amount by which the number of
girls ages 10-19 who use ADHD medication rose between 2000 and 2005
475% Amount by which the cost of
ADHD medications for 20-to-44-yearolds rose between 2000 and 2005
11% Amount by which the price rise
slowed down between 2004 and 2005
The information cited above
comes from Medco Health Solutions,
Inc., RSS News, USA Today and the
Pharmaceutical Business Review.
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Debate over open-source editing rages
WIKIPEDIA
continued from page 3

high level institution, people would
[do further research], but students are
lazy.”
As a result, many Internet users may
be researching and reading information
that is false. But according to Political
Science Professor Kent Portney, who
studies political behavior, the influence
of this information is not about to start
affecting the way in which people vote.

While it is generally understood that all Internet users
must take their own precautions to guard themselves
from reading biased and
untrue information, the creators of Wikipedia are now
acting to safeguard the site
itself from biased information: Wikipedia has now
banned all Capitol Hill users
from any access at all to the
Web site.
Portney said that people are not
researching to learn about views that
are different from their own. Rather,
they are most likely trying to find information that will reinforce their own
personal views.
“Access to information simply reinforces people’s views. If you see something on a Web site you don’t agree with,
you generally ignore it,” Portney said.

In addition, the portion of the country
who generally vote — the older generation — is not always the portion using
the Web for research.
“The Web only affects a small amount
of the electorate. While on a college
campus people are on the Web every
day, in the real world, this is not the
case,” Portney explained.
“Probably fewer than half the people who vote are regular users of the
Internet, and a smaller percentage of
those people want information about
politics,” he added.
According to Professor Deborah
Schildkraut, however, who teaches American Politics and Political
Psychology, while people might visit Web
sites that reflect their own views, the
wealth of information on the Internet
has benefited democracy.
“The Web does give people the opportunity to be better citizens,” she said.
“With so many different blogs and chat
rooms, we can have so many different
discussions with people who are not like
us,” she said. “Fundraising is also more
democratic because people can make
smaller donations and learn about different causes.”
According to Portney, while Wikipedia
and the Web itself will not “directly
affect” democracy or politics anytime
soon, any Internet user should be cautious with Internet information when
the source is unknown.
Goldman also argued that students
should think before they use Wikipedia,
Google or any other Internet site.
“Every Internet user must ask themselves five basic questions to understand the truth behind any site: Who
says so? How do they know? What is
missing and what aren’t they telling
you? Does it make sense to you? Did
someone change the subject?”
While it is generally understood that
all Internet users must take their own
precautions to guard themselves from
reading biased and untrue information,
the creators of Wikipedia are now acting
to safeguard the site itself from biased

WIKIPEDIA

On open-source Web sites like Wikipedia, Internet users may be researching and reading
information that is false. Opinions differ on how to guard against misinformation.
information: Wikipedia has now banned
all Capitol Hill users from any access at
all to the Web site.
Many students — including Kniaz —
think that this policy might not be such
a bad idea.
“I think that maybe they should ban
Capitol Hill users because politicians
tend to be immoral and out for their
own interest,” he said. “I guess I really
can’t make that much of a general statement though, but when you are editing
your own profile, you are going to put
yourself in a good light so people need
to be wary of that.”
Portney, on the other hand, agrees
that students should be wary, but that
there should be no restrictions placed
on a Web site such as Wikipedia.
“I think that the whole idea of open
source initiatives that is that it is a

function of free speech. The whole idea
behind a Web site is that it should be
open. You could monitor it, but that’s
not what Wikipedia is all about.”
Sophomore Arlen Spiro, one of the
leaders of the Tufts ACLU, agreed with
this sentiment.
“It is important for Wikipedia to continue to present readers with a great
diversity of opinion,” Spiro said. “A
diversity of opinion includes voices that
are not normally heard in the mainstream media, as well as the voices
that have always appeared in the mainstream media.
“If there is to be a truly free flow
of information, Capitol Hill cannot be
banned from editing articles,” he added.
“Wikipedia users can suppress misinformation, regardless of the source,
without suppressing voices.”
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MOVIE REVIEW
SARA FRANKLIN | IMAGINE THAT!:
THOUGHTS ON SEX, PLEASURE, AND THE
TABOO

‘Ask the Dust’ explores California dreams
BY JESSICA SIMONCELLI

Daily Staff Writer

As the celebrated writer and satirist
H.L. Mencken once asserted, “Life is a
dead-end street.” No struggling writer

Ask the Dust

Disposable Men?

I

Starring Colin Farrell, Salma
Hayek and Donald Sutherland
Directed by Robert Towne

n November, Maureen Dowd, a
renowned New York Times op-ed
writer and notorious feminist,

published a book on the degree to which
men are necessary in today’s society. Dowd
argues that males’ checklist of purposes is
decreasing rapidly in our society. I was
mulling over Dowd’s thoughts as I read the
cover story of a recent Times magazine, a
piece on the growing number of women

in Depression-era Los Angeles could ask
for more from a mentor than this sort of
fatalistic advice. One such hopeful novelist was John Fante — informal pupil of
Mencken and author of 1939’s “Ask the
Dust.” Fante was a native Coloradan and
the son of Italian immigrants who went
to L.A. to seek fame and fortune as a writer worthy of Mencken-esque accolades.
What he created with “Ask the Dust” was a
story of the faceless others all laboring for
their dreams under the same dusty sun.
This semi-autobiographical novel
fueled the most recent project from
acclaimed script doctor, writer/director
Robert Towne. Bearing the same title as
Fante’s work, Towne’s film has been in
the pipeline for decades, as he originally

PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Colin Farrell and Salma Hayek figure they might as well try their hand at this legitimate
acting they hear so much about.
came across the book doing research for
1974’s “Chinatown.” Since then, the film
has been a labor of love for Towne, who
adapted the novel, cramming in more
romance and less personal journey for
protagonist Arturo Bandini — based on
Fante himself and played by Colin Farrell.
Along with Salma Hayek as the spirited

Mexican waitress Camilla Lopez, Farrell is
meant to characterize prejudice and selfloathing in an environment when racism
was still in vogue and wealth was only for
WASPs. However, these painful themes are
explored just at the surface, and instead of
see DUST, page 7

who are turning to sperm banks and artificial insemination in order to have children
in the absence of an “acceptable” male

ALBUM REVIEW

The drum’s alive on this album, and that ain’t no lie
BY

partner or husband.

MARTY SATTELL

Daily Staff Writer

With reproductive science progressing
as rapidly as it has in recent decades, it
may soon be possible to maintain the
human race with only a population of
women and donated vials of sperm. Does
that mean that men have become not only
unnecessary, but that their roles in society
are now considered out of date, even disposable?
It was on the deck of my grandparents’
vacation house in Maine this past summer that I dared to take a position on
these controversial topics. My mother was
making a comment on an old hobby of
mine, collecting pictures out of wedding
magazines in a scrapbook of sorts, in the
context of mulling over the innate desire
of women to have children. She asked,
“What if you don’t find the right man, or
choose never to marry?”
My reply came quickly and was backed
with full confidence, “It doesn’t matter
if I don’t get married, I’ll have kids on
my own.” “You mean, you’ll adopt?” she
asked. “No, I want my own kids; I’ll just go
to a sperm bank,” I answered. She seemed
taken aback for a moment, then, remembering the personality of the daughter she
had raised, seemed to quickly make peace
with the idea. You see, it’s not that I don’t

In comparison to their 2001 debut “They
Threw Us All in a Trench and Stuck a
Monument on Top,” Liars’ new record,

Drum’s Not Dead
Liars

Mute Records

see FRANKLIN, page 7
Sara Franklin is a sophomore majoring in
history. She can be reached via e-mail at
sara.franklin@tufts.edu

MUTE RECORDS

Liars inadvertently designed their new album cover while doodling on a napkin.

“Drum’s Not Dead,” sounds as if it were
made by a totally different band. The stark
contrast makes sense, though, as over the
course of five years the quartet has lost two
members and gained one, and has changed
its headquarters from NYC to Berlin.
Just after the release of their debut, Liars
decided to take a new direction in terms
of music and band politics. In recording
their sophomore effort (2004’s “They Were
Wrong, So We Drowned”), they cast off
their rhythm section and acquired drummer Julian Gross. They proceeded to experiment with their style. The result was a
concept album about German witch-hunts
and witchcraft that combined their punkfunk precedents with something darker,
something tribal. That album serves as
the perfect intermediary between Liars’
former musical selves and what they have
become: some sort of mixture between
noise-rockers and shoe gazers.
As if they were obsessed with the subject
matter of “They Were Wrong...,” the trio
see LIARS, page 7

RESTAURANT REVIEW

Chinatown’s Suishaya offers a break from the same old standard Asian take-out
BY

RITA REZNIKOVA

Daily Editorial Board

It’s a matter of fact: No college
student can live without occasional Asian food delivery. But
the culinary expertise of Asia

Suishaya
2 Tyler St., Boston
(617) 423-3848

isn’t exactly limited to lo mein
and pork fried rice delivered
by Rose’s in Medford or soups
from Harvard Square’s Pho
Pasteur. Venturing into Boston’s
Chinatown might open up some
new opportunities for casual
dining, including Japanese and
Korean-style eateries.
Suishaya Restaurant, found
smack-dab in the middle of
Chinatown on 2 Tyler Street,
might seem a bit sketchy from
the outside: It appears dark from

the street corner, like a midnight convenience store stop.
Inside, however, this lively place
is a pleasant surprise, with fast,
professional service and a comfortably simple setup. It features
a wide variety of Asian dishes
as a whole, including stir-fried
noodles and vegetables, but it’s
known mostly for its Korean
spiciness as well as its sushi
selection.
Before the appetizers, you get
an array of little dishes to snack

on free of charge. These include
tofu, soybeans, bean sprouts, and
kimchi (pickled cabbage with a
fermented chili), all served with
a bit of varying spicy sauces. A
little salty, tangy taste is a good
prep for the appetizer course,
and keeps one munching: The
wait’s not long, but you might as
well chomp up.
For appetizers, the steamed
mandu is a good choice: It’s a
dish of wholesome beef dumplings similar to ones you might

find at Martsa’s, the Tibetan
place in Davis.
There are many choices for
the main course. To stay with
the Korean theme, however, we
ordered a beef dish with fried
egg and vegetables on a sizzling
pot of rice (with just enough
flavor not to overwhelm), and
Gook Su Bok Keem, a stir-fried
noodle and veggie concoction
with chicken, lightly oiled and
see SUISHAYA, page 7
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Men are necessary Distinguished artistic team captures the spirit of ’30s L.A.
FRANKLIN
continued from page 5

think men are necessary, it’s just that I
perceive men’s roles as more about providing a balance in society than in terms
of biological necessity.
My mother, and the mothers of many of
those reading this column, came of age in
an era of liberation, free love and revolution.
My mother always used her career, her
education and her supposedly enlightened ideas on gender roles as important
elements of her identity as a female and a
feminist.
But as I’ve grown more educated and
more curious, I’ve come to realize that her
definitions of feminism are quite different
than mine.
This becomes especially apparent to me
when my mother speaks of men. To her,
men are a gender to be dealt with and controlled, to be monitored and kept in their
place, even to be conquered. And no matter how hard I’ve tried, in efforts to align
my philosophy with that of an ex-hippie
and true liberal, I just can’t agree.
Now don’t get me wrong. Sexism is alive,
and it’s a problem. The statistics of the
difference between men’s and women’s
pay, as well as the hiring rates of women
versus men in executive positions, are all
we need to bring up to prove the presence
of sexism in this day and age.
However, I still can’t see eye to eye with
my mother and many of her contemporaries on our feminist philosophies.
I have resisted calling myself, and being
referred to as, a feminist for several years
now. To me, a feminist is any man or
woman who believes in the importance of
achieving equal rights, pay, opportunity,
acceptance rates, etc. as men.
However, feminism has earned an ugly
name. Too often, the word feminist triggers
images of militant, man-hating women. I
have no interest in being associated with
this group.
Call me old-fashioned, but I want men
around. They are my friends, my teachers
and my leaders. They are my father, my
brother and maybe someday will be my
children.
Yes, we may have reached a time in
which women who want to have children
can do so without the pressure to marry.
But men are more than biological contributors to the propagation of the human
race.
In terms of societal roles, men are not
only necessary, but deserve be treasured
equally as much as women strive to be.
I do believe there are both biological
and emotional differences between most
men and women. Men and women create
a yin and yang of the human race, a sort of
balance.
And yes, in many societies, women have
traditionally been, and still are, denied
equal treatment in the eyes of the law,
the workplace, and the home. But still, it
is beyond me that Dowd and so many of
today’s prominent feminists can suggest
that the world could do without men.
Without men, where would our identity as women come from? How would we
be able to contemplate, and philosophize
about, concepts of motherhood, femininity, equality, and justice, components
of any empowered woman’s self-identity, if we had no counterparts to plot
our setbacks, oppression, and advances
against?
I have often felt guilty for going astray
from my mother’s ideas of feminism. She
raised me to believe that women were a
hair above men in intellect, emotional
capacity, resourcefulness, and ability as
parents and partners.
But I just can’t see eye to eye with her.
We may be advanced enough in our scientific discoveries to be free from the ties
and complications of heterosexual intercourse in order to procreate, but that does
not excuse the proposition that men may
be disposable.
In living in a world of men and women,
I have found sources of empowerment
and confidences as well as encountered
insults and challenges that have taught
me immeasurable lessons about what it
means to be a woman.
Whether I end up having a go at the
world on my own or proudly walking
alongside a man as a partner or husband,
I will continue to believe that men are
necessary, and believe it or not, Ms. Dowd,
I even want to keep them around.

DUST
continued from page 5

delving deeper into Bandini’s personal
struggles, Towne subs in a romance that
— while steamy — seems a hollow log
that ultimately jams up the film’s original
current.
Bandini arrives in the 1933 Bunker
Hill neighborhood of LA having had one
story published in Mencken’s “American
Mercury,” and quickly whittles away
his earnings down to the last nickel. He
spends this on bad coffee and worse service in the café where Camilla works, and
immediately their intended chemistry is
clear — they will bitingly banter until they
do the deed, despising one another for
being the person each falls in love with.
Both had hoped to advance their social
standing by linking up with a lover of a
fairer skin tone, but both eventually succumb to their ill-fated romance. Camilla
seems like a portrait — an archetype of the
feisty female fighting for basic dignities
— while Bandini is a confused and weak
character. Despite some inherently good
physical chemistry between the attractive
Farrell and Hayek, it is sometimes hard to
believe their childish screaming matches
or their passion — whether of repugnance
or romance — for each other.
There are attempts to show the alternate routes that Bandini could take by

throwing supporting characters into the
mix. Donald Sutherland plays Hellfrick,
Bandini’s wild-haired, drunken neighbor
at the boarding house, and Idina Menzel
shines as Vera, a vulnerable Jewish
woman from Long Beach who opens herself up to Bandini and instills some confidence in him. However, these subplots
are not fleshed out enough to balance the
Bandini-Camilla relationship or to provide a counterpoint to the idea that falling
in love was the sole driver of his novel.
“Ask the Dust,” after all, is supposed
to be a film about how a book came to
be written, and how a writer who later
enjoyed a cult following found his roots
in a town as disconnected as L.A. Towne
does well to preserve Mencken in the
adaptation, as the popular American
journalist’s trademark cynicism and wisdom both serve as (at least the first half
of) the story’s undercurrent and cue the
audience as to how we should interpret
the characters’ lives and actions. Laden
with earnestly distressed voiceover dialogue from Bandini, the voice of Mencken
is, in contrast, more helpful than it is
heavy-handed in leading us to think sympathetically of Bandini rather than with
disgust.
Mencken is not the only big hitter
involved in this film, for Towne assembled an artistic team that is comprised

of virtuosos in their respective fields.
Cinematographer Caleb Deschanel, production designer Dennis Gassner, and
set decorator Nancy Haigh all are multitime Academy Award nominees or winners, and expertly recreate the stark and
still amorphous 1933 L.A. Shot in South
Africa (as opposed to present-day L.A.),
the world of streetcars, dusty storefronts
and wilting palm trees provide a believable setting for Bandini’s life. Deschanel
in particular should be lauded for capturing the depressed underbelly of glamorous L.A. in his lens.
In addition, Tom Cruise lends his name
to the production team, as well as executive producer Andy Grosch (“Monster,”
2003; “The Upside of Anger,” 2005).
Unfortunately, there exists an incongruity
between these talents and the overall film.
It might look the part of a Depression-era
writer’s tale, replete with shadows through
palm fronds, pocket change and alcohol.
Sometimes it even feels like Noir — reminiscent of Towne’s arguably greatest work
on “Chinatown.” However, it confuses
itself by becoming a doomed love story
and straying from its path somewhere in
the second act. If life is a dead-end street,
then “Ask the Dust” admirably struggles
to navigate its fleeting nature and outrun
this fate, but ends up less than it could
have been.

Underdeveloped ‘Drum’ is repetitive but fairly engaging
LIARS
continued from page 5

moved to Berlin in 2004. There,
they recorded one album,
scrapped it, and proceeded to
record “Drum’s Not Dead” in
a former East German radio
broadcast center.
“Drum’s Not Dead” is even
more of a concept album than
its predecessor. It is a musical representation of the
interaction that occurs within
the mind of an artist during
the creative process between
ingenuity and regression.
The characters that portray
these polar opposites are Mt.
Heart Attack (representative of
doubtfulness and hesitation)
and Drum (the embodiment
of confidence and impulse).
The first throes of the
album set the precedent for
the entire thing. The opener
“Be Quiet Mt. Heart Attack!” is
best described as an overture.
As guitarist Aaron Hemphill

constantly drones and surges,
Gross provides a sparse yet
profound drumbeat. Although
it may be a mere seven beats,
its repetition and simplicity
make it increasingly weighty.
Vocalist Angus Andrew
takes on the persona of Mt.
Heart Attack while he sings a
flamboyant falsetto and Drum
as he forcefully drones. The
track eventually speeds up
and becomes less ethereal and
bleaker as Andrew switches
character from the former to
the latter.
The track prophesizes
the movement of the rest of
the songs on “Drum’s Not
Dead,” from more shoe gazelike melodic monotony and
steadiness on tracks like
“Drum Gets a Glimpse” or “It’s
All Blooming Now Mt. Heart
Attack,” to frantic and tribal
noise rock on such tunes as
“Let’s Not Wrestle Mt. Heart
Attack.”

Standout tracks include the
fast-paced “It Fit When I Was
a Kid,” the groovy “The Wrong
Coat For You Mt. Heart Attack”
which seems like toned-down
freeform jazz, and the dynamic
“Drum and the Uncomfortable
Can.”
The emotional climax of
the album comes just toward
the end with “To Hold You,
Drum.” It would be much
more impressive if its drumbeat weren’t so reminiscent
of Animal Collective’s “The
Purple Bottle.” One is able to
pass the same judgment on
“Hold You, Drum” earlier in
the album as well.
The finale is an appropriately placed, sentimental ballad. “The Other Side Of Mt.
Heart Attack” ends the album
calmingly and is uplifting.
Surprisingly, it does not clash
with the frantic and often
macabre rest of “Drum’s Not
Dead.”

Although the premise of
the album is fascinating and
absorbing at first, there seems
to be a lack of development.
Many songs sound like mere
variations of each other.
Although “Drum’s Not Dead”
will engross listeners with its
hypnotic melodies, it is by no
means an eclectic masterpiece.
At the beginning of the
20th century, physicists were
convinced that they had discovered everything, that in
the next few years the field
would find itself obsolete and
defunct. As of late, a similar feeling has occupied the
music world: that everything
instrumental has already been
invented or done, so noise
and noise rock very well could
be the future of music. With
“Drum’s Not Dead,” Liars put
forth a laudable effort. If noise
truly is the future, they have a
substantial head start.

Restaurant’s authenticity makes up for sub-par decor
SUISHAYA
continued from page 5

sprinkled with sesame seeds. Portions
are moderate-to-large in size, but very
eatable. They’re not quite like your average Carmichael Tuesday night, though;
dinner arrived very quickly, and the stirfry wasn’t laden with grease. The pasta
was fluffy but filling, and the chicken
had been fried in a healthy amount of
flavorful sauce. Both dishes arrived with
a very appetizing sizzle.
Suishaya, for such a conventionally
casual place on a street corner, is surprisingly authentic-tasting. Korean food
is known for its piquancy and numerous
side dishes, but Suishaya manages to

offer a lot of choice for those without
a penchant for the chili. The meats are
softly well-cooked, and the appetizers
proved to be salty little starters that
make you want to eat more. Additionally,
there’s a wide sushi selection that went
untried, but appeared to be quite popular among the other diners.
As for the crowd, it varied from a
group of teenagers to middle-aged, business-class diners, so the casual yet tasty
atmosphere has wide appeal. The servers are very professional: quick, polite,
and, in general, very helpful.
The ambiance, however, leaves something to be desired: While clean and
well-kept, the place passes on any real

decorations in favor of various advertising posters and seemingly blank walls.
Despite the authentic taste of their
sumptuous noodles, sushi, and spices,
the room comes off as bare and even a
bit too casual. It’s nice for a lunch or a
relaxed dinner with friends after wandering through Chinatown, but Suishaya
might consider scaling up a bit with a
few well-placed ethnic decorations or by
easing up on the artificial lighting.
Still, yummy food and Korean
sauces make it a welcome break from
Carmichael for a leisurely lunch or dinner. But be sure you’re up on your table
etiquette: These guys only serve with
chopsticks.

WMFO’s top ten albums for the week ending Mar. 27, 2006
This week, rock sensation the Arctic Monkeys are holding on strong to their top spot. Despite the similarity this list bears to
last week’s, there’s been some movement in the WMFO ranks. Apparently, over spring break, the DJs told Stereolab, Gossip and
Elbow that they were in and said auf wiedersehen to Cat Power, Silver Jews and Goldfrapp. Check out the Daily’s reviews of
numbers one, two, three, four, six and nine online at tuftsdaily.com.
1. Arctic Monkeys — “Whatever People Say
I Am, That’s What I’m Not”
2. Belle and Sebastian — “The Life Pursuit”
3. Neko Case — “Fox Confessor Brings The
Flood”
4. Stereolab — “Fab Four Suture”
5. Mogwai — “Mr. Beast”
6. Destroyer — “Destroyer’s Rubies”
7. Gossip — “Standing In The Way Of
Control”
8. Calexico — “Garden Ruin”
9. Elbow — “Leaders Of The Free World”
10. J Dilla — “Donuts”
MATADOR RECORDS

KILL ROCK STARS
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A chance to improve the 'land of opportunity'
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Opportunity doesn’t have a specific location. It’s that changeable place where chance
lines up circumstances and means. You can’t
call 411 and ask for the address of Opportunity
(and certainly not the phone number).
But for the past century or so, the United
States has been “the land of opportunity.” For
both our neighbors and those from distant
lands, America has shone strong as a beacon
of hope and possibility — economic, political, religious and cultural — for countless
decades.
The hopes of the tired, poor, huddled
masses hoping to call America home got a
small boost yesterday as the Senate Judiciary
Committee, in a rare instance of Democratic
influence, approved an amended immigration bill that grants greater opportunities to
those who seek American citizenship, and is
free of an earlier draft’s draconian restrictions
on illegal immigrants and those who would
help them.
“All Americans wanted fairness and they
got it this evening,” said Mass. Senator
Edward Kennedy. It’s a weird moment in
politics these days when Ted Kennedy can
announce success, but it’s even rarer when
election year conditions produce legislation
that isn’t toothless, much less positive.
Due to rising minority populations in many
states and the widespread popular outrage of
the last few weeks over the immigration bill’s
other manifestations, however, Democrats
were able to corral enough Republican support to actually amend the immigration bill
for the better.
The good news is that the bill opens the

door for millions of illegal immigrants to
seek U.S. citizenship without first leaving the
country. The bill reduces the penalties for
illegal immigrants discovered in the U.S. and
adds programs for temporary and agricultural workers. Perhaps least controversially
— and according to some polls, most important to the U.S. population — the bill aims to
double the Border Patrol over the next few
years.
It also now includes an amendment from
Illinois Democratic Senator Richard Durbin
that protects charitable organizations providing non-emergency aid to illegal immigrants
from being prosecuted. The House approved
a measure in December that would make
such offers of aid a felony.
The bad news, far more prevalent in
Congress than its foil, is that the bill is not
likely to pass on the Senate floor. In fact,
immigration legislation of any sort is unlikely
to get through Congress before the elections
in November.
Congress’ reluctance to take on this
issue shouldn’t surprise us. Immigration is
an exceedingly complex issue, one which is
becoming increasingly more politicized as
we get closer to the midterm elections.
That’s especially disquieting since immigration resides in a grey area where practical considerations and intuitive morals
contradict. Even the New York Times’ Paul
Krugman, who describes himself as “instinctively, emotionally pro-immigration” — and
rarely neglects an opportunity to opine —
admits that “realistically, we’ll need to reduce
the inflow of low-skill immigrants” to improve

inequality and unemployment.
The American people, the polls tell us,
want their jobs and their borders protected
first and foremost. But this does not mean
that they want to punish those people who
have already taken incredible risks for their
piece of the American dream. Legislation
like Durbin’s amendment represents a small
step in a moral direction. We owe all people,
American or not, at least a basic level of
decency.
In fact, according to a recent CNN poll, a
whole 41 percent of Americans said the main
focus of federal action on the issue of immigration should be “developing a plan that
would allow illegal immigrants who have jobs
to become legal U.S. residents.”
That’s no small chunk of the populace,
and while they plan their strategies to defeat
the immigration bill passed by the Judiciary
Committee, Senate Republicans should take
the opportunity to consider the opinions of
this more hopeful segment of America.
The United States has long been a country of inclusion, and while inclusion doesn’t
mean that we have to let everyone be an
American, the spirit of this land of opportunity should trump any xenophobic or isolationist tendencies.
If it weren’t for the possibility of American
citizenship, many of us (or at some level, all
of us) wouldn’t be here today. And while we
shouldn’t simply open our borders and jobs
to all comers, we must at least realize this
much about immigration: If it weren’t for
the opportunities America provides, there
wouldn’t be an American dream.
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The Free Speech Protection Act and
Free Flow of Information Act are two
bills that would establish a federal
standard for reporter-source confidentiality. The bills, which would create a
privilege equivalent to that of doctorpatient or attorney-client, have bipartisan sponsorship in the U.S. Senate
and are currently in committee.
Such measures, in some form,
deserve to pass — but even if they
do, much work needs to be done by
the media to ensure that anonymous
sources are used appropriately.
Currently, state shield laws govern
how much reporters can claim as privilege, and those laws vary widely from
state to state.
There are no media shield laws in 19
states. Iowa does not have a shield law
written by the Legislature, but the Iowa
Supreme Court has ruled reporters and
publishers have a right to conceal their
confidential sources, notes, and information.
In states that do not protect reporter-source privilege, news outlets often
have to fight off subpoenas and other
legal challenges.
The threat of legal inquiry creates an

unacceptable chilling effect on reporting. Media outlets, especially smaller
ones, just don’t have the money to risk
running damaging stories with confidential information.
Even if they win in court, the battle
still costs them. So instead, they report
safe, boring news — and it’s the public
that suffers, whether people realize it
or not.
But while reporters should have the
right to protect their sources, they have
a responsibility to use such sources
wisely. Newspapers such as the New
York Times often draw up noble and
high-minded codes of ethics, which
promise to use anonymous sources as
a last resort, but any reader scanning
the paper’s pages can see this isn’t
true.
When sources go unlabeled, the
readers have no way of determining
who are genuine whistleblowers, afraid
of losing their jobs, and who are political PR flacks out to do a hatchet job
on their opponents. The readers must
trust the judgment of the writers, and
readers’ trust can only extend so far.
There is a cumulative effect to all
this anonymity. When a reporter lets
one person go unidentified, the next
person with potentially damaging
information will demand it, too, and

the next, until no one is willing to put
her or his name on the information.
Reporters should be encouraging
people who give them information to
go on record. Unless the media provide the public with sources who are
accountable, they will have no credibility.
Sources with hidden agendas are
perfectly aware of the advantages of
namelessness, and they aren’t above
exploiting it. Political insiders can
spread misinformation and damaging innuendo through the anonymous
mouthpiece of the media, all without
getting any public dirt on their hands.
And, as the Valerie Plame-Judith
Miller debacle last year demonstrated,
political insiders can rely on reporters
to take the fall for them, even after the
reporters get used.
If newspapers could not use any
nameless sources, they would have
a hard time filling the blank spaces
around the ads where the news goes,
and, more importantly, the public
would be kept in the dark about what
happens in the halls of power.
But is misinformation really any
better than no information? Reporters
should have the power to defend the
anonymity of their sources, but they
should use that power wisely.
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Observations from a graduate student

Armored cars and cellophane

W

ar would be a scourge enough if
it were only a tragedy. It is also a

distraction.
If a newspaper runs one story about Israel,
it is likely to cover the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict because war stories shock. Ditto
about Iraq. In the Israeli media, where terrorism hits especially close to home, it is no
different. Israeli political debate focuses on
who will keep Israeli children safe in cafes,
which for an Israeli voter inexorably overshadows other topics.
So not until recently did the spotlight hit
the economy under Sharon and the conservative Likud party with whom he rose to
power. In five years, Sharon’s government
has unleashed the free market, slashing
spending for the poor and education, cutting welfare and supporting layoffs. Last
December I was amazed to learn that one
in five Israelis lives below the poverty line.
Now it is closer to one in six.
Enter Amir Peretz. Here is a man who
revived Israel’s largest labor union, the
Histadrut, with tough strikes, and is now
leading Israel’s long-lethargic Labor Party
on a platform of reinvigorating welfare and
raising the minimum wage by 30 percent,
to $1,000 a month. Sharon’s Israel needed a
reminder that the Jewish state was founded in part by young, socialist, idealistic
workers and farmers. The appearance of
such a reminder in the figure of Peretz as
a candidate for Prime Minister is a large
part of what pushed forward the founding of Kadima, Sharon’s centre-right party
last December. Here’s hoping that Peretz’s
politics can beat out those of Sharon-regent
Ehud Olmert in Israel’s next legislative elections (they are happening today).
Over the past few months, Peretz has
had real if sporadic success in shifting the
whole political discourse toward the working Israeli. Soon after Peretz’s previous victory, Sharon declared a “war on poverty,”
while traditional Likudniks Shaul Mofaz
and Silvan Shalom lashed out at Sharon’s
finance minister. It seemed for a while that
Peretz had reframed the debate in his terms
in a lasting way.
Enter a Hamas-led Palestine which, at
least in terms of foreign press, dropped
Peretz and even the impending elections off
the radar.
I was disappointed when Peretz
announced that he, like Sharon, supports a
unified Jerusalem under Israeli sovereignty.
But Peretz cannot challenge Sharon too
vigorously on security. He would rather win.
If he appears soft on terrorism, some potential voters will defect to Sharon, hurting
Peretz’s chances to win and his ability to
install his economic reforms. So Peretz’s
stance, in effect, is, “I’ll keep you as safe as
Sharon, and I’ll keep your job and your wallet safe, too.”
This leaves me hoping that Amir Peretz
will clone himself and join the Democratic
Party. Peretz’s platform is exactly what John
Kerry’s should have been in 2004, and what
Hillary shows good signs of being able to
pull off in 2008.
In post-Sept. 11 America, the “war on
terror” has obscured President Bush’s cuts
to education and human services and his
tax relief for the rich. It is even more tragic
in America because Israel really is fighting a
war on terrorists: the Palestinians who have
see ROLFE, page 10
Benjamin Rolfe is a senior and philosophy major. He can be reached at
brolfe01@trumpeter-store.tufts.edu.

CORBIS

BY

NICOLE GUANZON

In the summer after my
senior year of high school
the Grateful Dead came to
play at Pittsburgh’s Three
Rivers Stadium. I didn’t know
much about them besides the
“Deadhead” ethos and radio
hits like “Truckin’” and “Uncle
John’s Band,” but the guy I
liked at the time was going to
the concert. So I spontaneously bought a ticket, you know
how it goes. But, this frivolous
decision gained a strange significance, as Jerry Garcia died
two months later.
In July of 2005, I was in New
Nicole Guanzon is a masters candidate in Urban and
Environmental Policy and
Planning at Tufts Graduate
School of Arts & Sciences.

Orleans for my best friend’s
bachelorette vacation. From
Beignets at Café Du Monde in
the morning to Pat O’Brians’
Hurricanes at night, we were
the ultimate tourists. Two
months after our departure,
Hurricane Katrina devastated
the city, killing 1,300 people,
displacing over 200,000 more
and closing thousands of businesses.
Both events — so different
in scale — served to channel
heartbreak toward contemplation. A different appreciation
of music emerged from the
live performance and loss. In
the same way, my recent and
direct experience in the South
has led me to an understanding of the character and resilience of New Orleans’ citizens,
as well as the city’s vibrancy.
New Orleans is not just the
French Quarter with to-go

cups and ghost tours. It is a
distinct community and lively
metropolis with industries
from shipbuilding to biotechnology, universities including
the University of New Orleans,
Tulane, and Xavier, and an
immense culture from Cajun
cuisine to Zydeco and jazz.
I was given the opportunity to volunteer at Greater
New Orleans, Inc. (GNO, Inc.)
over my spring break from
Tufts, where I am a Masters
Candidate in Urban and
Environmental Policy and
Planning. I was being sponsored by the International
Economic
Development
Council (IEDC), which has
created an Economic Recovery
Volunteer Program to assist
businesses with long-term
economic recovery. GNO, Inc.
is a regional economic development organization, and I

was helping them with anything they needed from creating surveys to updating databases. Employees at GNO, Inc.
are wearing “multiple hats,”
as the staff has decreased significantly after the hurricane
and volunteers are needed and
welcomed.
I flew into New Orleans
from Boston on a gray Sunday
afternoon and felt the impact
of Katrina as soon as I stepped
into the airport. The terminal
was dim, and even now, six
months later, all of the businesses have yet to reopen. In
the taxi ride from the airport,
blue-tarped roofs dotted the
horizon, and trailers sat in
debris-filled yards.
I pulled up to the home of my
host, Barbara Johnson, Senior
Vice President of Workforce &
see NEW ORLEANS, page 10

All silence is not golden

BY

ASHLEY SEAWRIGHT

There was something wrong. The air was
off. Every step I took, the rhythm on the
concrete was just not right. The lectures I
sat through several days a week just failed
to penetrate that extra inch.
For over a month I had listened to people
debate loudly about the Danish cartoon
controversy. Lawmakers, critics, journalists, the religious, the non-religious, the
informed and the ill-informed — their
take on the issue was constantly displayed
across the news. Yet there was something
wrong. It was not until I attended the Mar.
13 discussion in Pearson 104 that I realized
why my step was off, why the lectures just
did not quite filter through — it was the lack
of response from my peers.
On Mar. 1, the Primary Source joined
numerous other publications and reprinted the infamous cartoons in something
along the lines of what I have termed “journalistic fellowship.” And the scary thing
was Tufts’ reaction. The supposed liberal
international diverse school that we are
met the publication with...silence. No loud
protests, no rallying arms, no “lets stop the
Ashley Seawright is a junior majoring
in political science.

hate” speech. There was just silence. And it
bothered me. It still does.
During the discussion, several panelists
pointed out something that is very true:
The debate has been skewed. It is not about
whether the Danish newspaper JyllandsPosten could print the cartoons or if they
had the right to. After all, they already did,
so I think it is a moot point. Both sides
have shaped the issue in such a way that
many of us find it hard to speak out. For the
newspaper and its agents of hate, the issue
is no longer hate, but free speech. And what
good citizens of the modern West would
take away free speech?
Meanwhile, the other side has shaped
the debate in the form of religion. After
all, what good Muslim would go against
Islam or slander the name and image of
the Prophet Mohammad? Simply put, they
have taken the issue and changed it from
what it is truly about. And they have done
so in such a way that leaves many of us
without a clear course of action.
This issue is not about free speech and
the curtailing of freedoms. If you are worried about that, then you better focus on
the Patriot Act. Or President Bush’s illegal
domestic surveillance program. Or perhaps
the length of time that occurs before a pris-

oner of the “War on Terror” gets due process of the law. This issue is about hate, the
act of hate and hate speech. Hate crimes
legislation has been passed. We know it is
immoral and illegal to discriminate, persecute, or attack someone on the basis of
race, religion, gender, sexual orientation,
ethnicity or creed.
Yet in early September 2005 that is just
what Jyllands-Posten did when they published those cartoons. The newspaper held
a contest asking for pictures of the Prophet,
and which ones did they pick? The offensive ones. And when they did not provoke like the editors intended them to, they
issued a half-apology (if you can call it that)
and changed the issue from provocation to
the right of free speech. So in this way, an
act of hate, an act of intolerance, has been
perpetuated in the name of Western democratic ideals. Sad isn’t it? At least I think so,
and it angers me.
I am angry about the fact that they are
getting away with this, that they hide their
hatred, prejudice and ignorance behind me
and you, that they have taken ideals and
principles with meaning and used them
to hurt people. And not just a few people
— billions of people. And many of us have
met this outrage with silence.
see SILENCE, page 10
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American, Isreali liberals must reframe debate

Rebuilding a devastated city

ROLFE

NEW ORLEANS

continued from page 9

blown up cafes, nightclubs and buses full of Israeli
civilians during the last several years. America’s war
on terror - at least, after the horrors of Sept. 11 — has
consisted largely of Bush’s war of choice, not necessity, in Iraq and the famous color-coded alert system.
I, the classic blinkered, blue-state philosophy
major, thought Kerry could not lose. Imagine this
campaign: Since 2000, more of you are poor and
unemployed. If you think this is good, vote for Bush.
If you think it is bad, vote for me. Instead, Kerry gave
Bush home field advantage in the 2004 Presidential
World Series by focusing on the war, whose rules and
duration Bush decides. Nobody was swayed by “Bush
Lite”: I’m tough like Bush, but don’t you fear, I’ve got
what it takes to sound dizzyingly vague about your
safety! And Kerry voters said the economy was most
important to them anyway.
In wartime, citizens panic in the voting booth
and choose the party they think will keep them safe.
That party’s economic agenda, then, gets an artificial
boost, because by an unfortunate accident of political parties, economics and foreign policy are tied
together.
The purpose of a liberal party is to use government power to reward citizens as human beings,

entitling the average working family to a fair standard
of living, education and health care. To get this job
done, liberals must separate out and neutralize security, recasting the debate between parties as a debate
between economic platforms. That is what Peretz is
doing, what Kerry failed to do in 2004 and what the
Democrats must do in 2008.
This does not mean Bush gets off the hook for
botched intelligence in Iraq. Nor does it mean that
anything other than Israel and Palestine sharing
Jerusalem is the most stable plan. It does not relieve
a government’s responsibility for the safety of its people. Too many in Iraq have died for agendas dreamed
up in Washington conference rooms, and Israelis
deserve to ride buses and go to cafes without fearing
Palestinian terrorists. But if the liberal party’s creed
becomes, “Listen to how we retouch the incumbent’s
military strategies,” then liberal politics has lost its
way.
The Democrats can learn this from the glimmers
of the Israeli left, even if the election turns out to
be a referendum on unilateralism and Labour gets
smashed. Of course, they should have remembered it
from Bill Clinton in 1992. Hopefully, Hillary remembers it well enough to watch from the Oval Office
as Peretz translates “It’s the economy, stupid” into
Hebrew. My prayers are with both of them.

Inaction is irresponsibility — and it must end
SILENCE
continued from page 9

Since when has it been okay to just let things go?
How many people were bothered when the Source
reprinted the cartoons, and how many said nothing? How many people hear others use harmful and
derogatory words everyday and do not say anything?
How many people are like the student who wrote a
Viewpoint earlier this year about the casualness with
which many non-black Tufts students use the N word
— a word that represents the hatred and oppression of
an entire race of people? How many people are tired
of the Iraq War, the “War on Terror,” but feel like it is
going to happen regardless of whatever they do? Or
how many people read the Primary Source each time
it comes out and just cannot believe it, but then shrug
and say “not my problem” and just walk away?
From what I have witnessed in my time at Tufts,
a lot. Too many. I am not a supporter of the Primary
Source. I rant about it. I rave about it. But I have to give
them credit because they have guts. You may not like
what they say, but they say it, and they will keep saying

it because so many of us do not stand up.
If we read something or hear something that hurts
us, it is not okay. Someone else does not have the right
to inflict pain with words that are written or spoken.
Freedom of speech, after all, only goes so far. This
liberty is curtailed when it is harmful to the rights or
safety of other. You cannot yell fire in a movie theater
and you cannot spread falsehoods and lies against
someone. Silence is not the answer. I too have been
a part of this silence. I will freely admit that I have
not been as active as I should have been. And now I
choose to break my own silence.
Many of you reading this article will disagree with
me. Good. Some of you will say, “Thank goodness,
finally someone said it.” Good. Many of you will feel
compelled to write back. Who knows, I might even
become the Source’s new object of hatred — at least it’s
something. The point is that there will be a reaction,
and that is all I want.
Hopefully this unnerving silence will end.
Because not all silence is golden — at least not this
kind.

continued from page 9

Area Development at GNO, Inc.,
who was thankful to only have
two feet of water in her home
after Katrina. Barbara and her
family made me feel at home
with a Jambalaya dinner and
a bed so comfortable, I wish it
had fit in my suitcase. I began to
experience a “day in the life” of a
native New Orleanian, thanking
volunteers from Kansas at the
gas station, trying to get bananas at a grocery store with long
lines and very limited hours, and
driving by wreckage en route
to Barbara’s work every day. We
took a tour of the 17th Street
Canal area, where prime real
estate was in ruins and eightfoot water lines marked the
frontages. A melancholic feeling
increased as I realized that no
one was around; the neighborhoods were drained of life. No
matter how many times Barbara
sees the devastation, the shock
never subsides. “This is what
keeps me going,” she said.
In a later visit to the Lower
Ninth Ward, volunteers and
FEMA workers were scattered,
and families searched through
rubble. I observed one man who
was lucky to have grass left on
his property. A cane in one hand
and the mower in the other, he
was moving on with life. The
Lower Ninth Ward was flattened
with waters from the Mississippi
River Gulf Outlet as well as the
Intercoastal Waterway. Fellow
volunteer Stuart Sloame commented, “It looks like an atomic
bomb went off,” and repeated
it again and again in dismay
as we drove up and down the
streets. Dino Paternostro, Senior
Vice President of Public Policy at
GNO, Inc. said, “Where are the
people that used to live in these
homes? That’s what we need to

think about.”
Throughout meetings during
the week, GNO, Inc. often asked
its partners, “What can we do to
help you?” Working at a regional
level, GNO, Inc. links parishes,
businesses, workers, educational facilities, and other societal keystones together, which
now have been bludgeoned by
Katrina. Businesses need workers. Workers need housing and
health care. Houses need workers to rebuild them. Hospitals
need businesses to support
them. It’s all interconnected,
and GNO Inc. is helping to
put the pieces back together
by driving forward and doing
what it can. “I just have to keep
checking off my to-do list; it’s
therapeutic.” Barbara said in a
Workforce Meeting, when discussions became overwhelming
and everything was spoken in
terms of “before-Katrina” and
“after-Katrina.”
New Orleans is beginning to
heal. It is a city that may not
be as it was before Katrina —
they are hoping it will be better.
While volunteering with GNO
Inc., I witnessed exceptional
determination and camaraderie within the organization. New
Orleans has charmed me with
its Southern hospitality, exceptional architecture, rich history,
spectacular cuisine, and the
some of the best music in the
country.
For all of you reading this in
New Orleans, I am graduating
in a year so keep me in mind
when your hiring freezes are
over. I told Barbara that I want
to move down here, as it’s perfect for a non-risk adverse urban
and environmental planner like
me. She smiled when she said,
“It’s the new frontier. Where else
do you have the opportunity to
rebuild a city?
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Senate may support guest-worker program
BY

DAVE MONTGOMERY

Knight Ridder Tribune

CHUCK KENNEDY/KRT

Demonstrators gather in front of the U.S.
Capitol to protest legislation that cracks down
against illegal immigrants, March 27, 2006.

The Senate Judiciary Committee, rushing
to craft a comprehensive overhaul of the
nation’s immigration laws, voted Monday to
create a guest-worker program that would
admit up to 400,000 low-skilled foreigners a
year.
The workers could stay up to six years,
then they’d have to return home unless
they’d petitioned and been accepted for
permanent residency and eventual U.S. citizenship. The panel approved those terms in
an amendment sponsored by Sen. Edward
Kennedy, D-Mass.
The committee also agreed to a pilot
program that would allow 1.5 million
undocumented immigrants over a fiveyear period to hold agricultural jobs under
temporary visas. They, too, could apply for

green cards to become permanent residents. Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., said
that program would ensure a source of legal
workers for thousands of agricultural jobs
now largely held by undocumented workers
drawing low wages.
With Chairman Arlen Specter, R-Pa.,
pressing to finish a bill before the full
Senate plunges into the immigration debate
Tuesday, the panel struggled to find middle
ground between those calling for tougher
enforcement and pro-immigrant groups
who seek to protect the estimated 12 million
aliens now in the United States illegally.
The panel approved an amendment by
Sen. Richard Durbin, D-Ill., to shield church
and charitable groups from criminal prosecution for providing aid to illegal immigrants, rejecting a more hard-line approach
in a bill that the House of Representatives
passed.

It also voted to nearly double the number
of border patrol agents, calling for 12,000
more over the next five years, to bring the
force to 23,000.
At one point, Specter unveiled a “potential, theoretical” compromise that offered
a path to permanent residency for many
— but not all — illegal aliens who met
certain conditions. But he dropped it after
finding few takers.
“It was worth the effort, but it’s not going
to come to fruition,” Specter lamented,
underscoring the immense challenge of
trying to find accord on a volatile issue
that’s dividing Congress and the American
people.
Nearly 60 percent of U.S. citizens oppose
allowing illegal aliens to apply for legal temporary-worker status, according to an NBC
see IMMIGRATION page 15

Benzene fears prompt call for soft drink ban Jurors dismissed from trial
BY

DAVID GOLDSTEIN

Knight Ridder Tribune

Some leading public-health
experts want education officials to ban certain soft drinks
from public schools until
they’re proved safe and free of
the cancer-causing chemical
benzene.
“It is irresponsible to provide
to schoolchildren products that
are unhealthy and may contain
a carcinogen,” they said in a
letter sent last week to state
education officials.
Benzene is a common
industrial chemical that the
Environmental
Protection
Agency classifies as a human
carcinogen. Long-term exposure can cause leukemia and
other blood cancers, according to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
Benzene isn’t an ingredient
in soft drinks, but it can form
when two commonly found
ingredients react: ascorbic acid,
otherwise known as vitamin C,
and the preservatives sodium
benzoate or potassium benzoate. The reaction can happen
when products are exposed to
light or heat.
“Soft drinks that contain
ascorbic acid and sodium or
potassium benzoate include
Diet Pepsi Wild Cherry, Fanta
Orange, Hawaiian Punch, Mug

Root Beer, Pepsi Vanilla, Sierra
Mist, Sunkist and Tropicana
Lemonade, among others,” the
letter said.
The signatories, who included experts in pediatrics and
activists for student health,
asked that state and local education officials halt the marketing and sales of certain soft
drinks in schools “until you can
look parents in the eye and
assure them that their children
will suffer no harm.”
Kevin Keane, a spokesman
for the American Beverage
Association, the trade group
that represents soft-drink manufacturers, said the letter was
“irresponsible and reckless”
and that the group behind the
letter, Commercial Alert, has a
history of “bashing” industry.
“It would be gullible for
schools to bite on this letter,”
Keane said. “The FDA (Food
and Drug Administration) has
given no indication there is a
public health concern here.
We are working with the FDA.
There is no way we would put
any product in schools or anywhere that is unsafe.”
The possible presence of
benzene in soda, juice drinks,
sports drinks and bottled water
became a concern recently
when testing found that some
products had levels two to four
times higher than is considered

safe in drinking water.
The high levels surprised the
FDA and the beverage industry. Benzene first turned up in
soft drinks 16 years ago, but
the FDA never told the public
because the industry assured
federal regulators that it would
solve the problem.
George Pauli, a top FDA
food-safety official, said the
overwhelming majority of test
samples showed either no benzene at all or levels that were
considered safe. The agency
hasn’t made any test results
public.
“It doesn’t seem to be a big
issue, but it’s an issue that
needs to be fixed,” Pauli said.
He said manufacturers were
reformulating some products
or taking other steps to ensure
their safety.
“Where we’ve seen elevated
levels, we contacted them,”
Pauli said. “Generally speaking,
there’s no trouble getting commitments to do something. The
worst thing for these companies is bad publicity.”
Dr. David Ozonoff, former chairman of the Boston
University School of Public
Health and a signatory to the
letter, said that even if the
risk of becoming ill from benzene were as small as one in a

ZBIGNIEW BZDAK/KRT

see BENZENE, page 15

Various problems have plagued the corruption trial of former Illinois
Governor George Ryan (pictured).
this case fairly ... that’s what my
BY RUDOLPH BUSH
goal would be,” Pallmeyer said.
AND MATT O’CONNOR
If she decides the case can
Knight Ridder Tribune
go forward, Pallmeyer said she
A federal judge Monday dis- hopes to seat two alternates
missed two jurors from delib- and have the entire jury “begin
erations in the trial of former afresh.”
She said she would call the
Illinois Gov. George Ryan after
the Tribune revealed the two jury back into court and remay have failed to reveal past instruct them on the law, asking
them to approach the case as
arrests.
U.S. District Judge Rebecca if they had never discussed it
Pallmeyer said she hopes to before.
Pallmeyer also sought to setdecide by Tuesday afternoon
whether deliberations can con- tle speculation on several mattinue in the historic corrup- ters, particularly the question of
tion trial of Ryan and lobbyist whether criminal background
checks were performed on the
Lawrence Warner.
“This has been a significant jury before they were empaninvestment both public and prisee RYAN, page 13
vate, and if we can proceed in

‘Clean coal’ effort off to slow start
BY

ROBERT S. BOYD

Knight Ridder Tribune

DANIELLA P. RICHARDS/KRT

Emissions from the smoke stacks at the General James A. Gavin coal-burning power plant in
Cheshire, Ohio rise into the atmosphere. One of 17 plants (in four states) sued by the EPA in
2003 for violations of the Clean Air Act, it is still slow to reduce emissions.

Three years after he first announced it,
the centerpiece of President Bush’s plan
to produce electricity from coal without
adding to global warming is finally getting
under way. But it’s off to a small start.
Like the war in Iraq, success will come
to the billion-dollar project, if ever, long
after Bush leaves the White House. Critics
say the effort, known as “FutureGen,” is
too little and too late.
The goal of FutureGen is to demonstrate a new kind of electric power plant
that will capture the carbon dioxide (CO2)
emitted by burning coal and keep it out of
the atmosphere permanently. CO2 is the
principal “greenhouse gas” blamed for the
ominous increase in the Earth’s temperature.
Such “clean coal” systems could involve
oddities such as upside-down smokestacks to funnel carbon dioxide deep
underground or beneath the ocean.
Coal now provides fuel for more than
half of the electricity generated in the
United States, and its share is likely to rise
as the price of natural gas and imported
oil soars.
On March 8, the Energy Department

asked the eight power companies in the
FutureGen Industrial Alliance, including
one in China, to propose sites for a demonstration coal power plant. At least 10
states have already expressed an interest
in hosting it.
The site proposals are due in May.
Environmental analysis will take a year,
and a winner will be selected in the fall
of 2007. The plant won’t begin operating
until 2012.
Energy Secretary Samuel Bodman said
he expects FutureGen to be the world’s
first “zero-emissions” coal power plant.
“We think we know how to do it,” he
told the National Coal Council, an advisory committee made up of coal industry officials, coal users, environmentalists
and academic experts, last Wednesday.
“Things are moving along, and we are
making progress.”
FutureGen is estimated to cost $962
million, with $250 million coming from
the coal industry, $80 million from foreign
contributors, and the rest from the federal government. The plant is supposed
to generate 275 megawatts of electricity,
enough to heat 150,000 homes.
That’s only a trickle in the world’s
see COAL, page 15
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Research team makes key SIDS finding
BY SUSANNE

RUST

Knight Ridder Tribune

GERALD S. WILLIAMS/KRT

At the Play & Learn Center in Fort Washington, Pennsylvania, 5-month-old Rebecca
DiCondina in crib, sleeps on her back during nap time. Putting infants to sleep on
their back is thought to reduce the risk of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome.

An international team of
researchers has identified a specific receptor in the brain that, if
faulty, may be involved in sudden
infant death syndrome, or SIDS.
The team, led by Medical College
of Wisconsin physiologist Andrew
Tryba, adds critical information
to a growing body of research that
shows serotonin receptors may
be involved in an infant’s ability
to gasp — and therefore breathe
— in low-oxygen conditions. This
gasping mechanism is thought to
fail in SIDS victims.
SIDS is the number-one killer
of one-month to one-year-old
children in the United States, said
Tryba. About 3,000 infants die
each year from SIDS, according
to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention.
The study was published
this month in the journal
Neuroscience.
“This really ties into a number of things that have already
been observed,” said Donald
McCrimmon, a physiologist at
Northwestern University, who
was not involved in the study. “It’s
a strong addition to the literature
out there.”
Throughout the human body,
there are critical cells called pace-

makers. These cells, which are
found in the heart, brain and elsewhere, generate rhythmic activities without external influences.
For example, pacemaker cells in
the heart are needed to trigger
the rhythmic heart beat. There
are pacemakers in the brainstem
that trigger rhythmic breathing,
as well.
For years, Tryba has been interested in these kinds of cells, and
the rhythmic activities that organisms display. His earliest work was
focused on the generation of locomotion in insects.
“Although that was interesting,
I wanted to do something more
applicable,” he said. Something
that could potentially make a difference in people.
That’s when he got interested
in SIDS and hooked up with his
co-writers on the paper, Fernando
Pena, of the Department of
Pharmacology at CinvestavCoapa, in Mexico, and JanMarino Ramirez, at the University
of Chicago.
Victims of SIDS previously have
been identified as having abnormal serotonin receptors in brainstem areas controlling breathing.
Since serotonin regulates the ability of pacemaker cells to respond
and work properly, Tryba and his
team decided to take a closer look
at these cells — particularly those

located in the region of the brain
that controls breathing.
Earlier work by this team —
published last year in the journal
Neuron — had shown that some
pacemaker neurons, located in
the brainstem, generated a gasping mechanism in hypoxic, or low
oxygen, conditions. But how that
worked, and what receptors on
the cell were critical for this function, was unclear.
For this study, the researchers
took tissue samples from brain
stems of mice and recorded the
electrical activity of the pacemaker cells under different conditions.
They found that if they blocked
a specific receptor — one called
the 5-HT2A receptor — during
low-oxygen conditions, the electrical activity, which underlies the
gasping reflex, was eliminated.
The research, said Tryba, suggests that if this specific receptor
is faulty in children, it will reduce
their ability to respond appropriately when deprived of oxygen
— conditions that could occur if
their noses and mouths are somehow blocked.
But, said Tryba, a lot more work
will need to be done to cement
the connection and then translate
it into useful screening or therapeutic treatments for children at
risk.

NASA funding cuts bring regrets Two jurors dismissed from Ryan
BY

HOWARD WITT

Knight Ridder Tribune

This Wednesday evening, if all goes
according to plan, an American astronaut
and a Russian cosmonaut will blast off
aboard a Russian rocket headed for the
International Space Station, the latest crew
in an uninterrupted procession that has
kept humans aboard the station for more
than five years.
And if all goes according to routine, outside of the professional space community
and a handful of space enthusiasts, few
Americans are likely to even notice. The
workaday space station, far less dramatic
than a space shuttle mission and far less
compelling than planned journeys to the
moon and Mars, long ago ceased to command much public fascination.
But the half-built space station continues
to command a large chunk of NASA’s operating budget, even as President Bush and
Congress have directed the space agency
to shift its focus to a return to the moon
by 2020 and a journey to Mars after that.
Now, to help cover the cost of completing
the space station facility that is supposed
to serve as a unique platform for scientific
research, NASA is slashing its science budget by $3.1 billion.
In a decision that some critics liken to
the space agency eating its young, NASA
announced last month it was canceling
numerous experiments that were to have
been conducted aboard the station to help
future astronauts survive long-duration
space missions to the moon and Mars.
Several robotic probe missions to distant
planets were also scrapped, as well as funding for hundreds of space researchers at
universities across the country.
“The space station was sold to Congress
for decades as a lab to do this kind of broadbased research,” said Keith Cowing, a former
NASA engineer and editor of nasawatch.
com, a Web site often critical of the space
agency. “Now they’ve started gutting the
station just when it is at the point of being
able to do all things it was supposed to do.
That leaves the purpose of the space station
as something for astronauts to fix.”
NASA administrator Michael Griffin said
earlier this month that he regretted having
to cut the space agency’s budget for scientific research, but that he was left no choice
by the combined costs of flying 16 more
shuttle missions to complete the space station by 2010 while simultaneously beginning design and construction of next-generation rockets and vehicles to take astronauts to the moon and Mars.
“We focused on redefining the station
assembly sequence in fact to concentrate
on assembly, and we are largely deferring
utilization and we are paring logistics to the
bone,” Griffin told reporters at the Kennedy
Space Center in Florida. “We don’t like that,

but confronted with a choice between having a high confidence to be able to complete
the assembly of the station and deferring
utilization, or utilizing it heavily as we built
it and possibly not finishing, we chose the
former course.”
But some scientists contend that cutting
NASA’s research grants will drive experts out
of the space field and cause long-term damage.
“Fifteen or 20 years from now, NASA
will have a space station and vehicles to go
to Mars and no researchers to answer the
questions of what do we do when we get
there,” said Simon Ostrach, an emeritus
professor of engineering at Case Western
Reserve University whose former research
center is among those losing NASA funding.
Conceived decades before President
Bush set NASA on a new quest toward
Mars, and requiring the heavy-lifting capabilities of the balky and aging space shuttle
in order to complete it, the International
Space Station today resembles a 206-ton
conundrum orbiting the Earth every 92
minutes.
Less than 40 percent complete eight years
after construction began, the station has
by some estimates already cost more than
$50 billion, yet it still can’t accommodate
more than three crewmembers — enough
to operate and repair the station but only
half the number needed to conduct a full
schedule of research and experiments.
Some critics argue that the space station
has become a costly white elephant that
is forcing NASA to extend the risky space
shuttle program — two orbiters, Challenger
and Columbia, and their crews have been
lost to explosions — while diverting funds
from unmanned missions to Mars and other
planets that have proven more scientifically
fruitful. Neither is the station essential as a
jumping-off point for sending humans back
to the moon or on to Mars, they contend.
“I don’t place the space station in the
critical path for sending humans to the
moon,” said Wesley Huntress, director of
the geophysical laboratory at the Carnegie
Institution of Washington and a former
NASA associate administrator for space science. “And frankly the science community
will tell you it was never a very useful platform for doing science at all. It’s not in the
right orbit for lots of things, and it’s a very
noisy environment.”
NASA officials say they are utilizing
the space station as much as they can for
experiments to understand the effects of
long-term spaceflight on the human body.
If humans are to endure years-long missions to Mars, researchers must find ways
to protect them from such known issues as
radiation exposure and bone and muscle
loss due to low gravity.
see NASA, page 16

trial due to prior criminal records
RYAN
continued from page 11

eled.
She said the U.S. attorney’s office
did a background check on one juror at
her request but did not indicate when
that check was done, what it revealed
or if the juror was selected for the Ryan
trial.
Lead prosecutor Patrick Collins later
told Pallmeyer that in his 10 years as an
assistant U.S. attorney, his office has
only performed background checks on
jurors at the request of a judge.
Defense attorneys for Ryan and
Warner also did not perform background checks on jurors in the trial,
Pallmeyer said. The judge also stressed
that though jurors were having “personal difficulties” with deliberations,
there was never any indication they
were deadlocked on the case.

The news that two jurors
may have concealed such
records has all but halted deliberations in the month trial.
Prosecutors and lawyers for
Ryan and Warner spent hours
Thursday, Friday and Monday
in Pallmeyer’s office in closeddoor hearings. Defenses lawyers were overheard in court
last week saying they expect to
move for a mistrial.
Pallmeyer has placed a gag order on
all parties in the case, preventing attorneys from talking outside court about
the trial.
Jurors arrived at the courthouse as
scheduled Monday morning, but no
deliberations took place, and they were
later dismissed for the day.
Earlier Monday, Pallmeyer revealed
for the first time that she was investigating the criminal records of some
jurors in response to Chicago Tribune
reports about their backgrounds, and
that she had been questioning jurors in
her chambers.
The Tribune revealed Thursday that
the name and address of one juror

matches the name and address of a
man with a 1995 felony conviction for
aggravated drunk driving.
Friday, the Tribune revealed that the
name of a second juror matches the
name of a woman who, under an alias,
faced felony drug charges, as well as
misdemeanor child-neglect and assault
charges. She was not convicted of the
charges, records show.
In a written questionnaire filled out
before the trial began, jurors swore
under penalty of perjury that they had
never been arrested or charged with a
crime.
The news that two jurors may have
concealed such records has all but halted deliberations in the five-month trial.
Prosecutors and lawyers for Ryan and
Warner spent hours Thursday, Friday
and Monday in Pallmeyer’s office in
closed-door hearings. Defenses lawyers
were overheard in court last week saying they expect to move for a mistrial.
But in comments earlier Monday,
Pallmeyer referred several times to
reaching a verdict in the trial, possibly
an indication that she did not intend to
grant a mistrial. At one point, she said
that matters about the investigation
into the jurors will be kept under seal
for now but could be released “before a
verdict.”
In a public court filing Monday morning, lawyers for Ryan objected to the
use of alternate jurors as substitutes if
any jurors were dismissed. They argued
in the written filing that substituting
alternates after deliberations had started would violate Ryan’s rights to a fair
trial and impartial jury.
“...[J]urors have had the case under
deliberations for two and a half weeks,
during which time there have been
numerous notes, questions, and indications of deadlock, all against the backdrop of pervasive media attention,”
wrote Ryan attorney Bradley Lerman.
Ryan’s attorneys also revealed for
the first time disagreement among the
jurors.
In their filing, the attorneys wrote,
“Juror notes signed by the jurors who
might be removed indicated disagreement, so that the remaining members
of the panel could easily misinterpret
the reasons for those jurors’ removal, to
the great prejudice of the defendants.”
Ryan, 72, and Warner, 67, are charged
in a 22-count federal indictment with
racketeering, mail fraud and other
offenses. Prosecutors say that as secretary of state for eight years in the
1990s and later governor Ryan steered
big-money state leases and contracts to
Warner and others.
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A magazine in need of some ‘Mother’-ing
BY STEVE

EVERLY

Knight Ridder Tribune

“Then peace will / guide the
planets / And love will steer the
stars / This is the dawning of the /
age of Aquarius”
Well, that didn’t work out like it
was supposed to.
The 1968 tune from the musical “Hair” seems as dated as the
Summer of Love in the HaightAshbury district of San Francisco.
Hippies. Communes. Protests.
The era’s reputation over the
years sunk so low that Elvis Costello
tried to come to its rescue in a song,
asking, “What’s so funny about
peace, love and understanding?”
So it may come as a surprise
that an icon of those times is still
with us. Going strong, in fact. But
don’t look for its home on the West
Coast.
Instead, head to Topeka.
There, in an industrial park
across the street from the Martin
Tractor dealership, you will find a
beige building with white trim that
since 2001 has been the headquarters of Mother Earth News.
Mother, as its fans call it, has
330,000 subscribers who can still
find stories to satisfy their interests
in the environment, self-sufficiency and healthy living.
Open a recent issue of the magazine and you will find topics ranging from wood-fired hot tubs to
the benefits of eating eggs from
chickens that are free to roam. It is,
the magazine says on every cover,
the original guide to living wisely.
But in other ways, it has changed
with the times. A serious business
approach, including a savvy use
of the Internet, helps boost the
bottom line. The tone has been
tweaked as well. Gone are the
days when civilization was called
a “lunatic asylum” and capitalism a
“con game.”

Its current publisher, using
words that could serve as an epitaph for a generation, said today’s
Mother is “a bit more refined and
less obnoxious.”
“We’re probably not part of the
revolution anymore,” said Bryan
Welch, the publisher.
The magazine, which in 1990
disappeared for several months
after a previous owner suffered a
financial collapse, is now on sound
footing and poised to grow.
Baby boomers nearing retirement seem to be taking a second
look, and a new generation is being
introduced to Mother.
Wallace Whitney, 29, is one of
them. Whitney, a high school biology teacher, and his family live in
Miami. They have been subscribers for three years. They use many
of the magazine’s organic gardening tips, even living in the city.
The magazine even came in
handy when a hurricane hit. While
neighbors were worrying about
how to get more bottled water, they
turned to Mother for tips about
how to stretch their stored water.
Thanks to Mother’s advice, the
idea of someday living on a farm
no longer seems farfetched.
“I think secretly we wish we
could live off the land,” Whitney
said.
That desire doesn’t come as
a surprise to John Shuttleworth,
who with his wife, Jane, started
Mother Earth News in 1970. In a
year that saw the Beatles split, Janis
Joplin die and Earth Day begin, the
Shuttleworths scrounged up $1,500
to put out the first issue.
Their tenure was to last a decade.
John Shuttleworth — long since
divorced from Jane — has said little
publicly about those years, figuring
he had already had his say in the
magazine. But recently he agreed
to a telephone interview from his
home on a five-acre spread at the

foot of the Rocky Mountains west
of Denver.
Shuttleworth, 68, was known for
his strong views while at Mother.
The years have not mellowed him.
“We’re raping the land even
more than we did back then, and
now we have an idiot in the White
House,” he said.
Mother Earth News documented life as he knew it. Digging
ponds, building windmills and
growing vegetables were all part of
his upbringing on an Indiana farm.
While many in the United States
were still struggling from the Great
Depression’s lingering effects, his
dad and mom were able to set the
table with meat, plenty of fresh
fruits and vegetables, and milk.
Everything was grown or produced
on the farm.
“I thought this was the right way
to live,” he said.
He would find out in the 1970s
that he was not alone. The number
of subscribers soared to one million. There was a syndicated newspaper column and radio program.
A 622-acre plot of land was
Mother’s experimental farm and
the place for seminars to teach selfsufficiency those wanting to live off
the land.
Annual revenues grew to $20
million.
The magazine produced plans
for building a hybrid car powered
by electricity and gasoline. Another
time, Mother’s staff members converted a pickup to run on wood
and took it on a cross-country trip
to prove it worked. They loaded up
on wood scraps for fuel at shops
that built roof trusses.
It was an extraordinary experience, but by 1980 Shuttleworth
said he was burned out on sevenday work weeks.
“How many more times could I
tell people how to milk goats?” he
said.

JILL TOYOSHIBA/KRT

The magazine’s editors meet with art director Matthew Stallbaumer (foreground) to decide on the cover of a special issue. From back left, John
Rockhold, publisher Bryan Welch, Megan Phelps and Cheryl Long.
The next decade was a rocky
period. Initially, Mother was sold to
a group of employees, but they had
trouble running it profitably. Some
pointed to a declining interest in
conservation and natural living.
Today, if you talk to longtime
subscribers, they will bring up
President Ronald Reagan’s decision
to remove the solar collectors from
the White House roof as a symbolic
end to an era.
In 1985 the magazine was sold
to the New American company,
which also published Psychology
Today.
Five years later the company
collapsed and Mother Earth News
suspended publication. In 1991,
Sussex Publishers bought it and
resumed publication.
Before the collapse, Mother

still had 700,000 subscribers.
Circulation was half that amount
when operations resumed. Still, it
had been brought back to life.
But survival had its price, and for
some longtime subscribers, it was
too much.
Steve Heckeroth, who owns five
acres outside Mendocino, Calif.,
started his homestead in 1969 and
was soon using Mother Earth News
as his guide. He dug a well, built a
water tower and grew vegetables.
But he became disenchanted
with the magazine in the 1990s.
The last straw was an ad for a car
he thought had no place in a magazine like Mother.
“I dropped my subscription,”
said Heckeroth. But he returned
in 2001 when new owners, Ogden
Publications, took over.
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Bush’s guest worker program meets with some resistance
IMMIGRATION
continued from page 11

News-Wall Journal Street poll. A
Time survey found that threefourths of Americans favor more
border safeguards.
Continuing a chain of recent
massive demonstrations across
America, several thousand immigrants and activists gathered
at the sunlit West Front of the
Capitol to demand greater legal
protections and denounce the
House bill, which that threatens
illegal immigrants with felony
prison sentences.
Demonstrators joined hands
to sing “We Shall Overcome,” the
anthem from America’s civil rights
protests, and brandished signs
proclaiming “We are America”
and “We are all immigrants.”
Many were undocumented
immigrants who spoke little or
no English.
Specter’s committee had one
day to finish its work under a
deadline imposed by Senate
Majority Leader Bill Frist, R-Tenn.,
who planned to start Senate

debate with his own measure — a
tough border-enforcement plan
— if Judiciary didn’t produce a
more comprehensive proposal by
the start of business Tuesday.

Bush hasn’t fully
defined his plan, but
administration officials have said his
guest-worker plan
would cover both foreigners who want to
come to the U.S. to
work and aliens now
in the country illegally.
Kennedy’s amendment was
drawn from a comprehensive bill

that he’s sponsoring with Sen.
John McCain, R-Ariz. Their bill,
which a broad coalition of immigrant advocacy groups and business organizations embraces,
would enable illegal immigrants
now in the U.S. to apply for permanent residency and citizenship after paying fines and fees
totaling $2,000 and meeting other
conditions.
Under the guest-worker plan,
foreigners must pay fees of up to
$500 and show that they have U.S.
jobs waiting. They would receive
three-year visas, which could be
renewed for another three years.
After four years, they could apply
for green cards.
Feinstein’s proposal would
allow undocumented immigrants
who’ve worked in the United
States two years to obtain “blue
cards,” which would enable them
to work legally in agricultural jobs
for three to five years. They could
apply for green cards after paying
$500 fines and back taxes.
President Bush, calling immigration one of the most impor-

tant issues of his presidency, is
urging Congress to enact a threepronged approach comprising improved border security,
aggressive enforcement at the
workplace and a guest-worker
program to give U.S. business
a steady supply of low-skilled
workers.
Bush hasn’t fully defined his
plan, but administration officials
have said his guest-worker plan
would cover both foreigners who
want to come to the U.S. to work
and aliens now in the country
illegally, provided they pay substantial fines and meet other conditions.
The president underscored his
demand for revisions in a speech
Monday before several dozen
newly naturalized citizens in
Washington.
“Completing a comprehensive bill is not going to be easy,”
he said. “It will require all of us
in Washington to make tough
choices and compromises. And
that is exactly what the American
people sent us here to.”

Carcinogen
shakes up
soda debate
BENZENE
continued from page 11

million, “if you have millions
and millions and millions of
kids drinking soft drinks, which
you do, the risk of one in a million suddenly starts to be real
kids.
“We recognize that’s a problem in drinking water,” said
Ozonoff, who teaches environmental health. “If you take the
same water, add artificial color,
sugar and flavor, it doesn’t make
the risk go away.”
Commercial Alert is a nonprofit advocacy group that
campaigns against commercialism aimed at children. Among
those who signed the letter
were physicians and public
health experts associated with
the Harvard Medical School,
the Yale School of Public Health
and the American Academy of

FutureGen system receives mixed reactions from experts, government
COAL
continued from page 11

demand for electric power. The United
States alone consumes more than a billion
megawatts of electricity.
“What we are doing is in no way fast
enough or large enough,” said David
Hawkins, director of the Climate Center
at the National Resource Defense Council,
an environmental action group based in
Washington, D.C. “It’s like calling for a
20-year research program on improved
fire-fighting techniques when the house is
on fire.”
William Purvis, a technical expert at the
Department of Energy’s Office of Fossil
Fuels, defended FutureGen with another

metaphor: “It’s not too little or too late. It’s
the cavalry coming over the hill to save the
day.”
The FutureGen system will produce
electricity while integrating two technologies that haven’t been combined before: a
method to capture carbon dioxide before
it escapes into the atmosphere, plus a
method to store — or sequester — the
CO2 permanently. Together the methods are known as Carbon Capture and
Sequestration.
To capture carbon dioxide, it must first
be separated from the coal. This is accomplished in two steps. First, the coal is “gasified” — turned into a gaseous mixture of
hydrogen and CO2 by exposing it to steam

and oxygen at high temperature and pressure. Then, since CO2 is heavier than
hydrogen, it can be chemically removed
from the gas, leaving hydrogen as fuel to
drive a turbine to generate power. The
hydrogen can also be sold for other purposes, such as in a hydrogen-powered car,
cutting the cost of the system.
After it’s separated, the stream of carbon dioxide can be piped into an underground salt basin, a depleted oil or gas
reservoir, or a coal seam too deep to be
mined, where it can be stored indefinitely
without polluting the atmosphere.
CO2 can also be pumped into oil wells
to drive more oil to the surface. An oil
field in Saskatchewan, Canada, uses

CO2 captured from two coal-gasification
plants 200 miles away in North Dakota, for
enhanced oil recovery.
Because coal is plentiful, cheap but
dirty, Bodman said clean-coal technologies like FutureGen are “a necessary, even
critical part” of the nation’s energy policy.
The average coal power plant spews out
6 million tons of CO2 into the atmosphere
every year, about the same as two million
cars.
Carbon dioxide is “the pollutant that
most threatens humanity,” Mike Burnett,
executive director of The Climate Trust,
a nonprofit organization in Washington,
D.C., that helps industries limit their CO2
emissions, told the Coal Council.
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A year after her death, Schiavo’s parents, husband continue battle
BY JUDITH

GRAHAM

Knight Ridder Tribune

A year after Terri Schiavo’s death, there
is no forgetting or forgiving for her divided
family, whose struggle over withdrawing
life support for the brain-injured woman
transfixed the nation.
Far from it, the bitter feud goes on in
dueling “tell-all” books being published by
Schiavo’s ex-husband and her parents this
week. Both are scathing attempts to settle
accounts; neither party has found any
measure of reconciliation, they admit.
Both sides have also launched organizations to wage their battle royale in the
public arena.
Michael Schiavo’s group, TerriPac.com,
hopes to mobilize voters against politicians who would interfere with families’
ability to make end-of-life decisions for
loved ones. As Terri’s husband, Michael
fought successfully to remove her feeding
tube, saying it was what she told him she
wanted if she became permanently incapacitated.
“There are forces in our country who
believe it is their right to tell you how to
live, how to behave, and what to believe,”
Schiavo wrote in “Terri: The Truth,” pub-

Budget cuts
bother NASA
NASA
continued from page 13

“We have tried to give the highest priority to the research that
we need to get to the moon and
Mars and beyond,” said astronaut Donald Thomas, the space
station’s program scientist. “Is the
science scaled back? You bet it is.
But is it no science at all? No, we’re
still trying to utilize this station all
we can up there.”
But a National Research Council
review of NASA’s space station
plans last November criticized the
space agency for failing to define
how the station can be used to
conduct research in support of
long-duration space missions.
And among the science programs
recently cut by NASA were plant
and animal research that might
have answered such questions as
how astronauts on the moon and
Mars could grow their own food.
A large centrifuge that could have
duplicated the low-gravity conditions on the moon and Mars
was also scrapped from the list of
space station experiments.
“The decision to remove fundamental science removes animal studies that were directly relevant to problems humans would
experience for longer periods in
space,” said Mary Jane Osborn,
a professor at the University of
Connecticut Health Center and
chairwoman of the research council’s space station review panel.
“All in all, the situation looks at
least as bleak if not bleaker than it
did last November.”

lished Monday. “We need to start shouting.”
Robert and Mary Schindler have reorganized the Terri Schindler Schiavo
Foundation to mount a political attack on
what they call “the deliberate killing of the
disabled or anyone deemed `unworthy’
of life.” Their book, “A Life that Matters:
The Legacy of Terri Schiavo,” comes out
Tuesday.
The Schindlers fought unsuccessfully to
keep their daughter’s feeding tube intact,
arguing she would have wanted to live
under any circumstances.
“We have launched a battle with the
euthanasia movement,” Robert Schindler
said in a phone interview Friday. “And
every night I pray to Terri for her help.”
The presence of Terri in their thoughts
might be the only thing that now unites
Michael Schiavo and his former in-laws.
“Terri is always in my mind. She never
leaves. She’s always a part of my life,” said
Schiavo, who was married to her for five
years before she collapsed Feb. 25, 1990,
for reasons that have never been definitively determined. She died a year ago this
week, on March 31.
“I get up every morning and I say,
`Good morning honey, it’s Mommy (and)

I hope you have a wonderful day’,” Mary
Schindler said. “I’m glad she’s with God
and not suffering any more. The only thing
is, I’d like her to be with me.”
For the anniversary of Terri’s death,
the Schindlers plan to hold a private
mass for their daughter; Michael Schiavo,
who remarried in January, will visit her
gravesite alone — something he said he
does “two to three times a month.”
Schiavo believes his former wife was
bulimic and lost consciousness after her
potassium dropped to dangerously low
levels, starving her brain of oxygen.
One of his current passions, Schiavo
says, is to speak out against the excessive focus on thinness in American culture — something he says “destroys young
women’s lives.”
Another passion is persuading people
to complete living wills. “Look, we’re all
going to die. Don’t be afraid to talk about
it,” Michael Schiavo said.
“Put your wishes down, write it down
— I don’t want this, I don’t want that
— have it signed by your family members
and notarized, so you don’t have to go
through what I did.”
The Schindlers allege in their book that
Michael was prone to fits of violent anger

and might have been abusive, factors they
suggest could have contributed to Terri’s
tragic accident.
“I will never forgive them, not after the
accusations they’ve made,” says Michael
Schiavo, who reveals in the book that he
and Terri were trying to get pregnant when
she collapsed.
The feeling is mutual.
“I don’t know that I could ever forgive,”
Robert Schindler writes in his family’s new
book. “I also pray that one day I’ll be able
to. But I have too much anger at what’s
happened.”
His rage is directed primarily against
Michael Schiavo’s alleged refusal to provide therapy to Terri after winning a large
malpractice award.
To this day, the Schindlers argue that
she could have benefited from therapy,
even though doctors told Michael Schiavo
and the courts this was impossible.
An autopsy later showed Terri Schiavo’s
brain was profoundly damaged and half
its normal weight.
Much of Michael Schiavo’s book is
devoted to going over the medical evidence, documenting what was done, with
what results, for Terri, and explaining why
state and federal courts ruled as they did.
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Israeli apathy soars as key election looms; many not voting
BY

MICHAEL MATZA

Knight Ridder Tribune

Israel’s voters go to the polls
Tuesday for one of the most
important, but oddly unengrossing elections in the nation’s history. While the political issues
have never been presented more
clearly, voter apathy and indecision are at all-time highs.
In a country where having
strong opinions is a national trait
and voter participation rates that
often top 80 percent, some 20
percent of the electorate says it is
undecided on the eve of this election and an additional 35 percent
says it may not vote at all.
Though many election-weary
Israelis have come to view this
contest as a political snooze
because the outcome seems
pre-ordained, the stakes — both
domestically and in terms of
managing the Palestinian-Israeli
conflict — are historically fateful.
With the hard-line Hamas
triumphant after sweeping the
Palestinian legislative elections
in January, Tuesday marks Israel’s
first opportunity to react collectively, expressing the depth and
direction of the Israeli consensus.
Despite the low murmur and
stifled yawns of Israelis, this is by
no means just another election. It
is a referendum on a new direction

that follows the collapse of the
peace process in 2000, five years
of a violent Palestinian uprising,
the death of Palestinian leader
Yasir Arafat in 2004, Israel’s most
significant territorial withdrawal
in history with the controversial
disengagement of Jewish settlements from the Gaza Strip last
summer, the implosion of Israel’s
political map with the creation of
the right-of-center Kadima party
late last year and the passing from
the political scene of Israeli Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon, who lies
comatose in a Jerusalem hospital
after suffering a stroke in January.
Pollsters predict a one-two finish for Kadima and the left-ofcenter Labor party, with Kadima
vastly stronger.
But both parties have platform
planks calling in different ways
and to different degrees for the
eventual withdrawal of Israeli settlements from large parts of the
Palestinian-populated West Bank.
They would be natural coalition
partners.
Both parties say they would
prefer a negotiated settlement
with the Palestinians but are prepared for unilateral withdrawals if
negotiations prove impossible.
The Likud Party, which under
the leadership of Benjamin
Netanyahu has turned increasingly to the right, opposes unilat-

BARBARA DAVIDSON/KRT

Likud party leader Benjamin Netanyahu (center) is surrounded by media and body guards as he makes a preelection campaign tour March 27, 2006 in the Old City in Jerusalem, Israel. Israelis go to the polls tomorrow for
the 17th Knesset (Parliament) elections.
eral withdrawals. Most polls show
it running third.
The rest of the field is filled out
by an assortment of more than
a dozen smaller parties, includ-

ing Yisrael Beitenu, a party dominated by immigrants from the
former Soviet Union which favors
redrawing the border to exclude
Arab-populated parts of Israel in

exchange for thickening Jewish
settlement blocs in the West Bank,
and niche parties, like Green Leaf,
see ISRAEL, page 18

Shiite leaders in Iraq denounce U.S.
BY

NANCY A. YOUSSEF

Knight Ridder Tribune

CHRIS KIRCHHOFF/KRT

The computer center is busy at Eduardo Mondlane University in Mozambique. Students look
forward to high-speed Internet links.

So long dial-up: African colleges
merge onto Internet fast lane
BY

LAURIE GOERING

Knight Ridder Tribune

Alfonso Pene, an information technology
student at Eduardo Mondlane University,
spends a lot of time on the Internet researching computer programming languages.
But the university’s slow connection speed
makes doing his homework an exercise in
frustration.
“It’s too slow. It takes forever to download
applications,” said the 24-year-old senior,
slouched in front of a terminal in one of the
university’s computer labs. While he is waiting, he says, “sometimes I walk around, have
something to eat.”
That is about to change as a result of
an effort by six major U.S. foundations
— including the Chicago-based MacArthur
Foundation — to boost Internet bandwidth
at African universities.
Under the program, dubbed the
Bandwidth Initiative, Eduardo Mondlane
— Mozambique’s premier university — will
see its bandwidth improved 50 percent in
the next month or two without any increase
in its monthly payments. That should give
students and professors greater access to
research materials from throughout the
world, help coursework move online and

assist Africa in finally becoming a “full member of the world’s academic community,” as
one project backer has said.
For students and teachers, the change also
means, simply, that doing 15 minutes worth
of work answering e-mail or posting lectures
on the Web will no longer take an hour, said
Americo Muchanga, director of the university’s Information Technology Center.
Right now, “you end up only doing the
things that are necessary, like dealing with
urgent e-mail,” he said. With the new bandwidth, “people won’t feel like they’re wasting
their time.”
Mozambique, like many African countries,
has little fast, cheap Internet access. Several
new fiberoptic cables capable of offering
broad bandwidth pass through neighboring South Africa, but the closest connection
point is still 190 miles from Maputo. The cost
of laying a cable to close the gap would be $6
million, well beyond the resources of a poor
nation still recovering from a long civil war,
Muchanga said.
Many African countries face similar problems, one reason that Internet access at
most African universities costs $10,000 a
month for the same bandwidth American
and European universities enjoy for $100 a
month.

Top Shiite political leaders condemned
U.S. forces on Monday for raiding a suspected Shiite terrorist cell in what they
said was a mosque and killing more than
a dozen people, exposing the growing
schism between the country’s largest and
most powerful sect and U.S. officials.
Shiite leaders charged that Sunday’s raid
in northeast Baghdad was an attempt by
the Americans to distance themselves from
the sect. They claimed that U.S. officials
were trying to give Sunnis more power than
they won in the Dec. 15 election because
they feared that Iraq would be controlled
exclusively by Shiites, rather than shared
with the Sunnis. Shiites represent 60 percent of Iraq’s population and won a nearmajority of seats in the parliament.
A widespread loss of support from the
Shiites could make Iraq almost impossible
to govern and could put U.S. forces stationed in Iraq in a precarious position.
“There is a policy by the American
administration and its ambassador in Iraq
to regain balance (between opposing Shiite
and Sunni forces) by creating combating

fronts,” said Salam al-Maliki, the minister of transportation and a member of
firebrand Shiite cleric Muqtada al-Sadr’s
party.
Lt. Gen. Peter Chiarelli, commander of
the Multinational Corps Iraq, said Sunday’s
raid didn’t involve a mosque but an office
complex that held terrorists and an Iraqi
hostage.
He said about 50 Iraqi special forces
members led the attack and were fired
upon by insurgents protecting the compound, prompting them to return fire.
“They didn’t go in guns blazing,” Chiarelli
said.
About 25 U.S. military troops supported
the Iraqi forces, but they didn’t kill anyone
in the complex, U.S. military officials said.
Identifying a mosque isn’t always easy for
non-Arabic speakers, since some mosques
don’t have the characteristic domes and
minarets. Many Shiites, who were forbidden from building mosques during Iraqi
dictator Saddam Hussein’s regime, converted ordinary neighborhood buildings
into places of worship after the U.S. invasion. The site of the Sunday’s raid had been
see SHIITES, page 18

Protests in Puerto Rico mount
BY

FRANCES ROBLES

Knight Ridder Tribune

Students masqueraded as rifle-toting
federal agents, while others donned Tshirts with the face of a man they called
Puerto Rico’s “liberator.’’
Near the angry shouts and political
placards stood Elma Beatriz Rosado with
a calm explanation for it all: “I want the
FBI out of Puerto Rico. The time has come
for them to leave, now.’’
Rosado’s husband — convicted bank
robber, fugitive and pro-independence
activist Filiberto Ojeda Rios — was killed
in an FBI shootout in September. In the
months since, the FBI has catapulted
onto the front pages here, accused of
deliberately letting the founder of the
radical Macheteros group bleed to death
as well as stonewalling follow-up investigations.
Last month, federal agents executing
search warrants on the homes of independentistas were captured on video
pepper-spraying journalists covering the

story, with seemingly little or no provocation, further fueling anti-FBI sentiment.
The Puerto Rico Department of Justice
sued the FBI last week in federal court,
saying the agency is obstructing local law
enforcement investigations into the two
incidents. Puerto Rico’s Justice Secretary
recently traveled to Washington to lobby
Congress to pressure the FBI into releasing information about them.
Citing an ongoing investigation into
Ojeda Rios’ death, the FBI officials
declined to be interviewed for this report.
In media releases, the FBI said it acted in
good faith when facing an armed fugitive
as well as reporters who were impeding
an investigation by crossing a police line.
“People are very offended with what
the FBI did,’’ Puerto Rico Gov. Anibal
Acevedo Vila told The Miami Herald. “We
have to recognize they have No. 1, made
mistakes in those cases, and No. 2, they
have not been open and communicative
with the people of Puerto Rico to undersee PUERTO RICO, page 18
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Shiite leaders refuse to dissemble militias Election may signify end of ‘Greater
SHIITES
Israel’ dream of territorial expansion
continued from page 17

recently converted into a mosque, Shiite
leaders said.
Lt. Col. Barry Johnson, a coalition spokesman, said the complex had three buildings
and that military officials determined that
two were off-limits. The third, which they
entered, was under constant guard, he said.
Members of the major Shiite slate, the
United Iraqi Alliance, warned U.S. officials
against fighting Shiite forces.
“I warn them (the U.S.) that a battle with
the calm giant Shiite means they are falling
into a dangerous swamp,” said Kuthair alKhuzaie, a spokesman of the Shiite Dawa
party, at a press conference. “The U.S. is
making things more complicated and losing
their credibility among the Iraqis.”
The raid targeted Shiites, some of whom
were affiliated with al-Sadr’s Mahdi Army
militia, U.S. officials said. Al-Sadr has called
for his followers to remain calm.
Since the December election — in which
the United Iraqi Alliance won 10 seats short
of the majority — the U.S. envoy in Iraq has
hinted that American support for the Shiites
isn’t ironclad. U.S. officials have pushed the
government to rein in militias, most of which
are run by Shiites.
Zalmay Khalilzad, the U.S. ambassador to
Iraq, has said that Shiite-dominated militias
must be integrated into government forces.
On Saturday, he said that Shiite-led militias
are creating more violence than the Sunni-

led insurgency, a charge not heard before the
election.
Although Shiite leaders say they want
a national unity government, many aren’t
willing to dismantle their militias, saying
their armed factions will protect them if
their party — or the government — falls
apart. They’ve dismissed suggestions that
the militias are contributing to the sectarian
violence and instead charge that the Iraqi
police and military have been infiltrated by
enemy elements who are stirring up trouble.
“These militias have an honorable history
in fighting the tyrant (Saddam) and supporting the political process,” al-Maliki said.
U.S. officials believe that as long as militias remain an unchecked security faction,
sectarian violence will increase, delaying the
drawdown of U.S. forces.
Since the Feb. 22 bombing of a revered
Shiite shrine in the Sunni-dominated city
of Samarra, retaliatory killings have surged.
Dozens of bodies, mostly Sunnis, have been
dumped in fields and side streets, many
showing signs of torture. U.S. officials believe
members of the Mahdi Army have been
behind much of the violence.
The split between the Shiites and the
United States emerged after the election,
when the two sides strongly disagreed over
how the new Iraq should take shape, said
James Denselow, an Iraq specialist at the
London-based Chatham House, a foreignpolicy research group.

Puerto Rico has a long history of protest
PUERTO RICO
continued from page 17

stand what happened’’ in both incidents.
Now protests demanding the FBI’s ouster are growing not just in frequency but
also in participation. Thousands of Puerto
Rican students, union activists, environmentalists and other sympathizers of liberal causes are joining the independentistas to rally against the FBI’s presence on
the island. When the international media
convened at a San Juan baseball stadium
for the World Baseball Classic earlier this
month, they encountered demonstrators
— some wearing shirts bearing Ojeda Rios’
face — stretched for a half mile across one
of San Juan’s biggest avenues.
Some say the percolating distrust of the
FBI and small but growing interest in ousting them could be the start of an important
movement, like the one that eventually
led the U.S. Navy to abandon its bombing
range and other facilities on the nearby
island of Vieques, east of Puerto Rico.
“I remember in 1979 when there were
pickets against the U.S. Navy in Vieques,
it was just us, the independentistas with
our little picket signs,’’ said attorney Wilma
Reveron who is representing independence
activists under investigation by the FBI.
``It took 20 years, but eventually everyone
united. The struggle against the FBI will be
long-term.’’

The FBI has historically had a mixed
image in Puerto Rico, a U.S. territory where
a decades-old independence party garners
some 5 percent of the popular vote. Over
the years, some activists who consider the
United States an imperialist colonizer have
placed bombs, robbed banks and even shot
their way into a U.S. president’s home.
In one of the island’s most notorious
scandals, the FBI was accused of helping
cover up the killings of two independence
activists shot by Puerto Rican police in
1978. After a Puerto Rican Senate investigation five years later, Justice Department
lawyers returned to San Juan and convicted
10 local officers of perjury or obstruction of
justice.
During a 2000 House appropriations
subcommittee hearing, then FBI Director
Louis J. Freeh acknowledged that the FBI
for decades kept secret files on dozens of
members of the independence party. Freeh
called it “egregious illegal action, maybe
criminal action, that occurred in the past.’’
Created in 1956, the counterintelligence
program was designed to investigate people viewed as threats to national security.
At the time, Puerto Rico’s independence
movement was thriving; members had
already shot their way into the Blair House
where President Harry Truman was living.
A White House guard and one of the Puerto
Ricans was killed.

ISRAEL

continued from page 17

which favors the legalization of marijuana.
Kadima was created as a breakaway
party late last year when Sharon defected
from the Likud, taking many Likudniks
and prominent figures from other parties with him. It was the case of creating
a political institution to catch up with
the emerging will of a growing number of
Israelis who want to limit — or eliminate
— the occupation while at the same time
not believing in the possibility of achieving peace in their time.
Exhausted by the violent conflict and
failed efforts to resolve it, and increasingly
fearful of the impact of the galloping Arab
birthrate, a great number of Israeli voters
have become what Israeli political analyst
Ari Shavit calls “pragmatic, realistic, suspicious dogs” who are willing to give up
the dream of an Israel stretching from the
Jordan River to the Mediterranean Sea, in
exchange for quiet — if not exactly “peace
and quiet.
A vote for Kadima, led by acting prime
minister Ehud Olmert, is a vote to abandon outlying settlements in the West
Bank, with or without an agreement with
the Palestinians.The goal, according to
Olmert, is to establish Israel’s permanent
borders by 2010.

So the election of 2006 — the wearying third general election in Israel since
2001 — may well be remembered as a
turning point in the territorial debate
that has divided the country since Israel
conquered the West Bank and Gaza Strip
in the 1967 Six Day War.
The tug of war between proponents of
“Greater Israel,” who for nearly 40 years
have wanted to hold onto the conquered
territories, and political moderates, who
since the 1990s have adhered to the formula of land-for-peace, seems finally
over. A plurality of the electorate (if the
pollsters are correct), is poised to vote for
a smaller, more defensible Israel while at
the same time they say it is impossible to
negotiate with the Palestinians, especially
now that Hamas, whose party platform
calls for the destruction of Israel, is in
power.
“The State of Israel has a rare window of opportunity, for what remains of
George Bush’s term... to determine, with
American agreement, permanent borders with a solid Jewish majority,” said
Amnon Dankner, editor of the Israeli daily
Maariv, explaining his decision to vote
for Kadima. “Olmert’s plan... will release
us from the dependence on Palestinian
agreements which never come” and from
the situation in which “we can neither
swallow nor vomit.”
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Events

Services

Short walk to Tufts. 4 bedroom
duplex apartment on two floors
of two-family house, 1 1/2 bathrooms, washer/dryer on premises,
kitchen with walk-in pantry, separate dining room, living room, hardwood floors, backyard, porches,
quiet street, storage in basement,
lease. No pets. No smokers.
Available June 1, 2006. $2400/mo.,
plus utilities. Call Robert at (617)
227-8000.

Somerville/Medford - College
Ave. Apts - close to Tufts Univ. &
Davis Sq. Sunny and clean, modern
kits and baths, d.w., disp, refrig,
wash & dryer, parking, porches,
subletting allowed. June 1st, one
year lease, no fee, all sizes &
prices, call Mrs. B @ 781-729-8151
or email: buckdre@aol.com

1, 2, or 3 bedrooms available
June 1st for summer sublet. On
Bromfield Rd., close to campus.
Free laundry. Large Kitchen.
Storage Space. Carpeted. Call 602568-7691.

5 BR in Powderhouse Square
for $2800. 2 parkin spots, laundry
2 baths. Half fee. Email Evan at
Evanaptrentals@gmail.com

Department of Romance
Languages presents The Langsam,
Barsam, Simches Lecture. “Shifting
Identities: Multicultural Voices in
the Contemporary French Novel.”
(in English) by Brigitte Lane Assoc
French Professor. Monday, April 3.
4:30pm. Barnum 104. Reception
following.

Babysit for children in their own
homes. Earn $13+/hr. If you have
at least 2 full weekdays open, childcare experience & references, fill
out our web app. www.parentsinapinch.com 617-739-KIDS ext. 111

4 apartments - No fees- Newly
renovated-Amazing location- 2
blocks to main campus. Stunninly
beautiful 4, 3, 3,1 bedroom apts.
Available. Parking available. Plan
ahead for next year. Available
9/1/06. $1,000 and up. Please call
781-396-4675
3 bedroom apartment. Living
room, full kitchen, bathroom. Front
and back porches. W/D Storage.
Starting June 1, 2006. Parking
available. $585 and up per person.
No pets. Call 617-776-5467

Completely Renovated
1 Bedroom Basement Apt 5
Houses from Tufts Campus,
Medford, 34 Capen Street. New
Washer and Dryer, Large Eat-in
Kitchen, Large Bathroom. Available
April 1st. 1075 per month, utilities included. Call 781-258-5548 or
szgls77@aol.com for pictures
House for rent June 1. Bromfield
Rd. Apt 1: 3 bedrooms, living
room, kitchen, dishwasher/disposal, bathoom. Apt 2: 5 bedrooms,
living room, kitchen, dishwasher/
disposal, 2 bathrooms. W/D, cable
and internet in both apts. 781-9851038 or 802-583-9921

Within walking distance
of campus and to T in Davis
Square. Reasonable Rent. Great
Apartments. Call Day or Night
Frank or Lina 617-625-7530. Offcampus living is the best.
Whitman St. 2 family-2nd floor
perfect 4 bedroom apt. Modern
kitchen, W/D, ceramic tile bathroom, natural woodwork & floors,
front and back porch. $2700 No
utilities. Available Sept. 1. Call
Andy or Chris 781-395-3886
Pearson Rd. 2 Family, 2nd floor,
7 rooms, 4 bedrooms, eat-in
kitchen, W/D, dishwasher, ceramic
tile bathroom, front & back porch.
$2600 No utilities. Available June
1. Call Andy or Chris 781-395-3886

$400 per month. Includes
utilities washer/dryer on street.
Parking. Bruce King 781-488-3262

Events
What do you need to know?
Commencement 2006
http://commencement.tufts.edu
Kids Day 2006! Come volunteer
to be a group leader with a
friend at “Jumbos Magical
Kingdom,” April 8th 9:00-3:30 on
campus. Info meeting on March
29th at 9:00 pm in Eaton 206.
Kidsday06@yahoo.com.

continued from page 21

Now that that’s out of the
way, let’s get to the meat and
potatoes. The first thing anyone making an MVP argument
needs to do is establish what the
award means, so let’s start there.
The way I see it, there are two
main perspectives on the award.
Some think that it should go to
the player who scores the most,
leads the best, and makes the
biggest difference in his team’s
overall winning percentage.
The problem with this interpretation is twofold. First, it
could simply go to too many
guys. Sure, without Kobe the
Lakers would probably be at the
bottom of the conference. But
the same could be said for the
Celtics without Pierce, the Cavs
without LeBron, or the Wizards
without Arenas.
Second, the guys who fall into
this category don’t have to be
the most talented. If you put any
very good-but-not-great player
on a terrible team, he would
automatically become an MVP
candidate — like if Baron Davis
moved to Toronto or if Manu
Ginobili went to Atlanta.
The second interpretation
of the award makes a lot more
sense: the most valuable player
is the one who makes his team
a contender. Not only does this
limit the pool considerably, but
it also forces the award into the
hands of the best of the best
— not just the best compared to
a bunch of scrubs. Furthermore,
it rewards players for responding to the pressure that championship talk puts on their shoulders.

Now let’s take a look at the
MVP frontrunners. The Detroit
Pistons don’t have a candidate
because every member of their
starting five is vital to their
success. Neither do the Spurs,
because Tony Parker and Tim
Duncan essentially cancel each
other out.
I think Phoenix falls into
this category as well, because
although everyone seems to
have jumped on the Steve Nash
bandwagon, he wasn’t any more
valuable this year than Shawn
Marion. Marion hasn’t missed a
game this season and has averaged 41 minutes, 22 points and
over 12 boards, while shooting
over 51 percent and playing fantastic defense. That’s tremendous. And while Nash certainly
delivers great passes to Marion,
Marion’s rebounding prowess,
which has been essential to
Phoenix’s success, has little to
do with his stud point guard.
Next we come to Dwyane
Wade, who has had a phenomenal year. But here’s the thing
— Shaq is averaging 20 points
and 10 boards while shooting 59
percent, meaning that he both
converts Wade’s passes into
assists and draws the defense to
open up the lane. Wade would
still excel without the Diesel, but
the numbers say that he needs
Shaq to make Miami a contender; during the 18 games that
Shaq missed this year, Miami
went 9-9. One of those losses
was to Toronto, and another was
to Orlando.
Now let’s look at Dirk and the
Mavs, who have had an especially tumultuous year. Doug
Christie was our starting shoot-

ing guard and projected defensive stopper at the season’s start,
and now he has retired. Erick
Dampier was our starting center
in November and our 80 million
dollar man, and now all he can
do is come off the bench to grab
a few boards against secondstring big men.
Injuries have also plagued
the team. Josh Howard, our second option and best defender,
has missed 21 games. Devin
Harris, our back-up point guard,
has missed 15 games. Jerry
Stackhouse missed 24, Keith
Van Horn missed 20, and Adrian
Griffin, our chief of dirty work,
joined us 13 games into the season and has since missed ten.
Currently, Dallas is 54-16, tied
with San Antonio for the best
record in the West.
So how did we do it? How
could we possibly have
scrounged together such an
impressive record with seemingly so little? The answer is Dirk. In
the last ten games, we have had
so few healthy guys that we had
to plug a skinny Developmental
League player named Rawle into
our starting line-up. During that
span, Dirk averaged 33 points a
game and — here’s the best part
— we went 7-3.
Dirk is the guy who causes
matchup problems for the other
team because he’s a seven footer
who can shoot the three. Dirk is
our go-to guy whenever we’re in
desperate need of a basket. He
comes down with nearly every
big rebound, and he can create his own shot perhaps better
than anyone else in the league.
Seriously, the guy doesn’t have
bad games.

Nationals could be in the cards for E-Men
FRISBEE

continued from page 22

Despite the loss in the final,
the E-Men exited the tournament ranked 20th, according to the Ultimate Players
Association, and 23rd according to the RRI, both computergenerated statistical analyses.
In both rankings, Tufts is
second in the region behind
Harvard, but the E-Men aren’t
letting their numbers affect
their attitude.
“Rankings are pretty arbitrary,” Ream said. “Our mentality is that when we’re on
the field we can beat anybody.
It doesn’t matter if they’re
ranked first in the country.”
The E-Men showed that
confidence when they entered
the College Southerns ranked
ninth in the tournament and
third in their pool, upsetting
several higher seeded teams
en route to a 7-1 record.
Tufts got off to a fast start,
matching up against Davidson,
a team that entered the tournament with a No. 2 seed and
a top-five ranking in the coun-

try. The E-Men pulled off a 1310 upset over Davidson that
marked one of the highlights
of the tournament.
Davidson came at Tufts with
a zone defense, which the EMen found their way around
easily.
“They
actually
played
zone defense pretty much
every possession we had and
our offense was very effective against it,” junior Chris
Skipper said.
The win was a big confidence-booster early in the
tournament.
“Beating Davidson was a big
win because they got a lot of
hype as being a good team,”
Ream said. “The confidence
was definitely there and we
played our game and basically
dictated the play. We took the
game easily.”
Following the win, Tufts
pulled off a close victory
over Duke, then moved past
Oklahoma and Virginia before
dropping its first game of the
tournament, a 15-13 loss to
Richmond.

Want to be a
$$ SPERM DONOR? $$
SEMINAR-Cambridge-$900/mo.
Thurs., April 6: 6:00pm
Thurs., April 6: 7:30pm
Friday, April 7: 6:00pm
2 free movie tickets/food/tour
RSVP: RSVPtufts@cryobank.com
Please specify date/time upon
RSVP

Laurel Hill Inn Evening Program
for Eating Disorders The Evening
Program is a 5 minute walk from
Tufts campus, meeting Monday,
Wednesday and Thursday from 5:30
pm to 8:30pm Call 781-393-0559 or
visit www.laurelhillinn.com

CLASSIFIEDS POLICY All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order, or exact cash
only. All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $5 per week with Tufts ID or $10 per
week without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except the cost of the
insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity, are of an
overly sexual nature, or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Giving Dirk what he deserves: An MVP trophy
ROFFMAN

Wamted

Relationship Problems? Study
Problems? Depressed? Dr. Richard
A. Goodman, “Newsweek” quoted
therapist and relationship specialist
has a few openings for students.
Complete confidentiality. Tufts insurance accepted. Call (617) 628-4961

“It was kind of a sloppy
game,” Skipper said. “There
were a lot of turnovers by both
teams. Both teams were playing aggressive defense, playing hard. It was a good wakeup call for us to know we had
to play more efficient offense
and take care of the disc.”
The E-Men listened to that
message and won their next
10 games, including two over
regional rival Williams, before
running into William & Mary
in the final of the Ultimax.
The E-Men have lofty goals
for the rest of the season, and
the week’s success has given
them every reason to believe
they can meet them.
“I would say we have as
strong a chance as any of getting to Nationals this year,”
Spies said. “Our mentality is
to take it one tournament at
a time and to take it game by
game and not look that far
ahead, but I would say our
goal is to win our Sectional
and then place in the top two
at Regionals. I think we have a
great chance at doing that.”

Women’s team to compete for
Duplin Trophy this weekend
SAILING

continued from page 21

short by weather.
“It was supposed to be nasty
— really breezy and rainy and
snowing,” Storck said. “The
breeze in the morning was nice:
around 12 knots, which is perfect, but it ended up dying, and
we got our four A races in the
morning, but even then the
breeze had shifted a lot.”
Storck and Gibbons-Neff
also represented the St. Mary’s
College Women’s Intersectional
held at St. Mary’s College on
Mar. 18 and 19, finishing 10th in
the 14-team field.
Senior co-captain Randall
feels that the team needs to continue to work hard and improve
before All-New Englands on Apr.
22-23, when the top five teams
will qualify for Nationals. Tufts
is hoping to finish first in a pool
that commands the top rankings in collegiate sailing.
“I’m really excited for this
season and for New Englands,
which are just around the corner,” Storck said. “We’ve all been
working really hard all year and
working out all winter, so it
should be a lot of fun.”
The Jumbos have been hard
at work preparing for the qualifying races leading up to New

Englands. During spring break,
the team sailed with fifth-ranked
St. Mary’s.
“All week we [had] bonecrushing erg sessions on the
water,” Kirkland said. “They
were legit.”
The Jumbos’ high finishes in
the young spring season have
pushed them up in the national standings. The coed team is
ranked ninth in the country,
according to the Inter-Collegiate
Sailing Association of North
America, with the women’s team
coming in at 13th.
“We have a good shot at qualifying for Nationals,” Randall
said. “If we keep sailing the
way we’re sailing, we should be
there.”
This coming weekend, the
coed team will compete in the
Boston Dinghy Cup at MIT,
which will feature four boats
instead of two. The sailors are
hoping that the depth they displayed at the Truxtun will be
reflected in this race.
The women’s team will have a
home regatta where it races for
the Duplin Trophy, an event in
which the team finished third
last year. The regatta will be held
on Mystic Lake and will begin at
9:30 a.m. on both Saturday and
Sunday.

Brandeis on the bill after
spring break trip to Virginia
WOMEN’S TENNIS
continued from page 22

Washington & Lee came at the No.
5 singles slot, where Tufts junior
Kylyn Deary defeated General
freshman Tori Christmas 8-5.
There were a limited number of
indoor courts, so the squad ended
up playing seven hours after their
scheduled court time, necessitating shorter eight-game pro sets.
“I think the reason why we were
dominated so much was because
of this nervousness and anxiousness to play the whole day,” Luten
said. “We had to wait the whole
day to play the match indoors
because of the lack of indoor
courts, so I think that we were all
a little antsy all day to play. The
nervousness definitely showed.”
The Jumbos advanced to
Sunday’s match against No. 4
Gustavus Adolphus, hoping to
salvage a victory from the disappointing weekend run, but came
up short once again, losing 6-3.
Playing again at No. 1, Luten came
back against junior Lauren Hom
to win in three sets 4-6, 6-2, 6-3.
At No. 2, Bram also won in three
sets (3-6, 6-4, 6-4) over senior Tara
Houlihan. Moving up to the No. 4
slot, Deary overcame junior Jamie
Gaard 6-4, 6-2.
The loss set an early pattern of
wins high in the singles roster, but

highlighted the weakness of the
team’s doubles roster.
“I think that our singles were
very impressive,” Luten said. “But
like the Pomona match, it showed
us we needed to work on our
doubles more and how important
they are in deciding the outcome
of a match.”
Having come up against two of
the top four teams in the country
was a learning experience, one
that the Jumbos are eager to move
past.
“I think this weekend helped
our team realize the competition
in Div. III tennis,” Luten said. “We
got to face some of the toughest
teams in the nation and played a
lot of great tennis.”
With a 5-5 record and key
matches against NESCAC opponents approaching in April, the
Jumbos will need to regroup
quickly and learn from last weekend’s losses. The team will have
a week to do just that, as its next
match is not until next Tuesday.
The Jumbos will take the court
against Brandeis, looking to move
back above .500 for the season.
“Brandeis has always had some
good players, but we have always
come out on top in the past,”
Luten said. “We think this year we
can beat anyone, and we are confident that we are going to win.”
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Freshman Hovhanessian
shines bright in California
BY

LIZ HOFFMAN

Daily Editorial Board

Facing three top-25 teams at
the Sun West Tournament over
spring break, the softball team
got an offensive boost from a
rookie who stepped up big in
her collegiate debut.
Freshman
Cara
Hovhanessian led the Jumbos in
batting average over the weeklong Sun West Tournament,
going .395 at the plate with
15 hits, seven runs scored and
nine RBI. She produced at least
one hit in eight of the team’s
11 games, and turned in four
multiple-hit games for 21 total
bases.
“She’s our best hitter right
now,” coach Cheryl Milligan
said. “I’m not shocked; I knew
she’d be a good hitter. We’ve
got a lot to work on in terms
of everyone’s hitting, but she
came through with some big
hits when we needed them.”
Hovhanessian’s biggest game
came in Tufts’ 12-7 win over
Taylor University on Saturday.
The freshman went 3-for-3 at
the plate with three RBI, eight
total bases, and the first home
run of her career. The solo
shot came in the bottom of the
fourth with the Jumbos up 7-2,
but would prove crucial as the
Trojans rallied in the top of the
sixth to pull within one run.
“I’d had a good at-bat earlier
in the game when I almost hit
[a home run,]” Hovhanessian
said. “I’ve never hit one over
the fence in my life and I saw it
go over the fence and it was a
great feeling. I came in and our
pitcher said ‘that was a big run’
and I didn’t think so, because
we were up by five, but then all
of a sudden we were only up by
one.”
Hovhanessian’s shot was the
only run scored that inning
and preserved the lead for the
Jumbos, who put up four more
in the bottom of the inning
to seal the game before holding Taylor scoreless in the seventh.
Tufts faced some of the
nation’s best teams over the
break, and Hovhanessian talked about the adjustments to
collegiate pitching, the biggest
of which is that the mound
is three feet farther from the
plate.
“You would think that would
give you more time, but it actu-

ally gives the ball more time to
move,” she said. “When we lost
to Amherst, their pitcher had a
lot of movement on her pitches and because the ball had
more time to move, I struggled
against her.”
Like all good hitters,
Hovhanessian went to the tape
and did some fine-tuning.
“We watched a lot of video of
ourselves hitting, and I made
some adjustments later in the
week,” she said. “I saw that I
was striding late, and I need
to make an earlier stride to see
the ball better.”
And it worked, as she batted
.556 and poured in three threehit games in the team’s final six
stands.
With her invaluable bat,
Hovhanessian usually appears
in the lineup as a designated
hitter, but she plays first base
when sophomore Erica Bailey is
on the mound. In her five starts
at the bag, she has amassed 38
putouts with only one error for
a .976 fielding percentage, tied
for second on the team.
Hovhanessian is one of eight
freshmen on the young Jumbo
roster, and many of the firstyears are already making an
impact on the field and in the
stat book. Meghan Foley has
started six games at shortstop,
and while she has struggled
offensively (.071, two hits), she
has filled a key spot in the
team’s defense.
“She’s doing excellent defensively,” Milligan said. “She’s a
strong kid and she’s got great
footwork, and I’m sure that
we’ll continue to use her defensively [at shortstop].”
Laura Chapman and Roni
Herbst have each started eight
games in the outfield and each
own perfect fielding percentages. Samantha Kuhles is batting .333 in six starts at outfield
and at third base, where she
boasts clean fielding records.
And Lauren Gelmetti has a 21 record on the mound that
included a six-inning one-hitter in the Jumbos’ 8-0 dismantling of Wesleyan.
“They all got through the
toughest tryouts we’ve ever
had, and they’re all going to
contribute this year and for the
next three years,” Milligan said.
“There’s nobody that didn’t
contribute this trip, and you
can’t be disappointed with the
way they played.”
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McCooey steps up to lead team in singles play
MEN’S TENNIS
continued from page 22

lost the doubles point early on,
although the pairing of Rubenstein
and McCooey at No. 2 doubles
pulled out a close 8-6 win. This duo
proved reliable throughout the trip,
going 2-1 through the week, and
it is a bright spot in the Jumbos’
doubles lineup.
“Sean and I are pretty dominant
right now,” Rubenstein said. “He
sets up the point; I finish it. I think
we’re just hungry for some tougher
competition.”
The Jumbos had to fight for every
point in the singles matches. The
match looked bad for Tufts as both
Roberts, at No. 1, and Rubenstein,
at No. 3, fell. In between those two
matches, McCooey, playing five,
rolled over his opponent 6-1, 6-1.
With the Jumbos were down 3-1,
the pressure was on for their teammates to step up their games.
The Panthers only needed
one more of the remaining three
matches to walk off the court victorious. Keller notched a win for the
Jumbos, making it 3-2 with a 6-4,
6-3 win. The last two matches were
in a deadlock, as Fleder split his
first two sets with Chapman junior
Hunter Jack and senior tri-captain
Ben Alexander faced a first-set tiebreaker.
As the Jumbos dug deeper,
Fleder defeated Jack in the second
set in a tiebreaker in which Jack
defaulted due to code violations.
Alexander showed his leadership,
winning his first set 7-5 in the tiebreaker and then easily crushing
his opponent in the second set 6-1,
earning the fourth point to seal the
win for Tufts.
“I thought we played great
against Chapman,” Alexander said.

MIKE CONROY/TUFTS DAILY

Senior Paul Roberts (pictured) and junior doubles partner Corey Keller
lost a close match in Tufts’ 5-2 loss to Occidental on Mar. 23.
“I have never had a match rest on
my shoulders throughout my college career, and it was certainly a
moment worth waiting for.”
The Jumbos face a tough

Middlebury squad on the road
on Friday. Tufts is currently 2-2 on
the season, and will look to bump
that mark above .500 against the
Panthers.

SCHEDULE | March 27 - April 2
MON

TUES

WED

THURS

at Mass
Maritime 3:00

Baseball

Men’s
Lacrosse

SAT

at Bates 3:00

SUN

at Bates (2)
12:00

at Suffolk 3:00

at Springfield
(2) 2:30

Softball

FRI

at Amherst
4:00

Williams (2)
1:00

at Trinity 4:00
Bates
12:00

Women’s
Lacrosse

Men’s Tennis

at Middlebury
4:00

Williams 1:00

Women’s
Tennis

STATISTICS | STANDINGS
Men's Lacrosse
G A
Mark Warner
Billy Granger
Michael Hughes
Mike O'Brien
Rory Doucette
Brett Holm
Connor Ginsberg
Casey D'Annolfo
Chris Connelly
Matt Lanuto

4
4
6
3
3
3
3
2
2
2

4
4
0
3
2
1
1
1
0
0

USILA Div. III Men’s Lacrosse
P
8
8
6
6
5
4
4
3
2
2

Goaltending
Matt Harrigan

Sh
120

Tracy Rittenour

11
7
5
6
5
4
3
2
3
1
Sh
10
19

Baseball
BA HR RBI
Brian Casey
Bryan McDavitt
Kevin Casey
Brian McDonough
Steve Ragonese
Ben Chang
John Rothermel
Chris Decemberle
Kyle Backstron
Gerg Chertok
Aaron Sommer
Nick Curato
Ryan Gendron

.500
.500
.429
.333
.286
.250
.167
.167
.125
.000
.000
.000
.000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
0
0

ESPN NBA Power Rankings
as of Mar. 25, 2006

NBA Scoreboard

Rank, Team (Previous)

1. Spurs (2)
2. Mavericks (3)
3. Pistons (1)
4. Suns (5)
5. Heat (3)
6. Nuggets (8)
7. Clippers (6)
8. Nets (11)
9. Grizzlies (12)
10. Cavaliers (15)

IND
MIA

91
96

PHO
NJ

72
WAS
110 GSW

NO/OK 80
UTA
104
Late

Sa S %
65 .699

Women's Lacrosse
G A
Dena Miller
Lauren Murphy
Maya Shoham
Bretlyn Curtis
Sarah Williams
Alyssa Corbett
Meredith Harris
Christine Attura
Courtney Thomas
Jackie Thomas
Goaltending

as of Mar. 20, 2006
Ranking, team (No. 1 votes)
1. Salisbury (15)
2. Middlebury
3. Gettysburg
4. Lynchburg
5. Washington (Md.)
6. RIT
7. SUNY Cortland
8. Roanoke
9. Nazareth
16. Tufts

Div. III Women’s Lacrosse
P

5
16
6
13
7
12
4
10
4
9
2
8
2
6
2
5
2
4
0
3
Sa S%
4 .400
8 .421

IWLCA Preseason Ranking
Ranking, team (No. 1 votes)
1. The College of New Jersey (15)
2. Sailsbury
3. Middlebury
4. Colorado College
5. Gettysburg
6. SUNY Cortland
7. Bowdoin
8. Amherst
9. Colby
Also receiving votes: Tufts (21)

Softball
BA HR RBI
Jess Barrett
Cara Hovhanessian
Danielle Lopez
Laura Chapman
Heather Kleinberger
Samantha Kuhles
Megan Cusick
Mara Dodson
Erica Bailey
Pitching
Julia Brenta
Sarah Conroy
Erica Bailey
Lauren Gelmetti

.600
.396
.366
.333
.333
.318
.286
.273
.257
W L
0 2
1 2
2 1
0 3

0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
ERA
3.00
3.13
5.40
6.62

3
9
12
1
4
2
2
3

3
SO
5
17
16
8

ESPN NHL Power Rankings
as of Mar. 25, 2006
Rank, Team (Previous)

1 Red Wings (1)
2. Sabres (3)
3. Hurricanes (2)
4. Stars (2)
5. Senators (6)
6. Flames (7)
7.Rangers (5)
8. Predators (9)
9. Canadiens (9)
10. Kings (8)

NHL Scoreboard
FLA
BOS

4
3

DET
STL

4
1

TAM
CAR

1
2

LA
VAN

Late

BUF
NYR

4 SO
5
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SAILING

Coed, women’s teams earn high finishes, national ranking
BY YI LI
Daily Staff Writer

Spring may have just arrived,
but for the members of the Tufts
coed and women’s sailing teams,
practice and regattas do not wait
for the tulips to fully bloom.
The coed team has amassed
top-10 finishes in each of its five
events so far this season, and
the women’s team has picked
up where they left off in the
fall, putting in strong performances against national-name
programs.
This past weekend, the coed
team raced in three different
events, sending delegates to the
Marchiando Team Race Trophy at
MIT, the Southern New England
Team Race Championships at
the U.S. Coast Guard Academy,
and the Szambecki Team Race
Regatta at Old Dominion. The
squad finished ninth, third and
sixth, respectively, in each regatta.
The team’s intense spring
break training regimen, which
took place at St. Mary’s, may
have affected its weekend performances.
“We struggled on Saturday
because we had been working
so hard over break,” sophomore
Meredith Ginley said.
The sailors are also dealing
with some new changes in the
program. Coach Ken Legler
has switched to part-time work
for the semester and Amanda

Callahan has stepped in to lead
the team. Callahan is a recent
graduate of Hobart William
Smith College where she was a
collegiate All-American. She is
also a member of the secondranked world racing team, the
Silver Panda.
The coed team took second
in the Truxtun Umsted on Mar.
18 and 19, racing boats in A, B,
C, and D divisions and finishing second behind ninth-ranked
Georgetown. Tufts was led by
two second-place finishes from
the A boat, made up of senior
skipper Dave Siegal and senior
Bryian Prior and junior Anna
Martin as crew. Senior Zander
Kirkland was in the C boat.
Siegal and Kirkland combined
again this weekend to lead the
Jumbos to a third-place finish
out of 11 teams at the Southern
New England race.
Back on Mar. 11, the coed
team set sail against tough competition in the Admiral Moore
Trophy, where it took first place
in a field that included powerhouse St. Mary’s College, as well
as Div. I Georgetown, Brown,
Michigan and Princeton.
The women’s squad is coming off their best weekend of the
season, scoring two high finishes against top-ranked Div. I
teams.
The fleet took first place at the
Women’s Sloop Shrew Trophy
at Boston College on Sunday.
Both the A boat, manned by

COURTESY KEN LEGLER/TUFTS DAILY

Junior Anna Martin and senior captain Dave Siegal, pictured here in practice, sailed together, along with senior
Bryan Prior at the Truxtun Umstead, finishing second in the A Division as Tufts took second overall, behind No.
1 Georgetown.
sophomores Kaity Storck and Storck said. “We got to get to points).
Storck and Gibbons-Neff were
Lyndsey Gibbons-Neff, and the know the venue a little.”
The team finished fourth once again paired in the Tufts
B boat of Gretchen Curtis and
Jen Giroux finished second, and in a field of 11 on Saturday at A boat and turned in a secondtheir points combined to give the Emily Wick Trophy with best 41 points. Juniors Gretchen
126 points, finishing just two Curtis and Jen Giroux crewed
the Jumbos the top spot.
“This weekend’s race was points out of third and behind the B boat and came in 13th, but
really exciting because BC is the Dartmouth (first, 101 points), some of their events were cut
site of our New Englands, which Boston College (second, 111
see SAILING, page 19
is the qualifier for Nationals,” points), and Yale (third, 124

INSIDE NCAA BASKETBALL

LEAH ROFFMAN | BASELINE BANTER

The glass slipper won’t come off for Patriots
Eleventh-seeded Cinderella squad upsets UConn, faces Florida in Final Four
BY

ADAM COOPERSTOCK
Daily Editorial Staff

LSU outlasted a tough Texas team.
UCLA won with its stingy defense.
Florida’s balance brought it to victory.
But you know good and well who’s on
Cloud 9,999,999 after this final score.
No. 11 George Mason 86, No. 1
Connecticut 84.
On Selection Sunday, when the
George Mason Patriots were selected as
the 11th seed in the Washington region,
many questioned their inclusion in the
Big Dance. George Mason was one of
the last five teams to make the tournament, but they saw their chance to
prove themselves to the nation, and did
they ever come through.
The Patriots knocked off three of
the last six national champions and
cemented the greatest run to the Final
Four in NCAA Tournament history. They
beat Michigan State in the first round
without starting point guard and second-leading scorer Tony Skinn, who had
been suspended for punching Hofstra
guard Loren Stokes in the CAA semifinals.
Their next casualty was the North
Carolina Tar Heels, the defending
national champion. After falling behind
by 14 early, the Patriots narrowed the
lead to seven at the half and took the
game over after intermission to advance
to the Sweet 16. Up next was a rematch
with Wichita State in the Verizon Center,
located only 20 miles from George
Mason’s Fairfax, Virginia campus.
The rematch with the Shockers was
not nearly as close as the first meeting between the two teams, when the
Patriots prevailed 70-67 on Feb. 18. This
time around, Mason was up by 16 at
half and held Wichita State to 31 percent
from the floor, including an atrocious 3for-24 from outside the arc. The Patriots
had already exceeded all expectations,
but nobody could have expected what
was to come on Sunday afternoon.
Connecticut was fresh off a thrilling
98-92 overtime win over Washington in
what was arguably the worst game the
Huskies had played all year. They committed 26 turnovers and allowed the
“other” Huskies to dominate them for

The MVP award: An
international perspective

Y

ou heard it here first: Dirk Nowitzki
for MVP.

GEORGE BRIDGES/KRT

George Mason players celebrate after their 86-84 overtime win over No. 1 Connecticut
on Sunday.
several stretches of the contest before
finally prevailing in the extra period.
So when UConn took a 43-34 lead over
Mason into the half, they seemed to be
in good shape.
The second half was a whole different
ballgame. All of Mason’s starters found
the basket and the Patriots took a 52-51
lead at the 11:09 mark on a three-pointer by Lamar Butler. The crowd, mostly
clad in yellow and green, went wild and
kept the noise at a deafening level for
the remainder of the game.
The teams continued to trade baskets
until Skinn’s three extended the Mason
lead to four points. However, up 71-67
with under a minute left, Mason handed
a three-point play to Marcus Williams,
and after shooting 2-for-5 on foul shots,
the Patriots watched Denham Brown
sink an incredible reverse layup as time
expired to send the game to overtime.
The Patriots led the entire overtime,
but their poor foul shooting nearly cost
them again. Three misses by center Jai
Lewis gave the Huskies one last chance
to tie or win. Brown pulled up for a
three-pointer that went long, and the
Patriots pulled off perhaps the greatest
tournament upset of all time.
And now they’re headed to
Indianapolis.

This was not a fluke. UConn did not
struggle as it did against Washington.
The Huskies had only 11 turnovers and
shot 47 percent from the field. George
Mason simply outplayed them.
All five Patriot starters were in double
figures, led by Lewis’s 20 points. The
Patriots out-rebounded the Huskies’
vaunted frontcourt despite lacking several inches in size. They were also able
to repeatedly score down low against
the nation’s leading shot-blockers.
Mason played a very simple inside-outside game and didn’t allow the Huskies
to run the floor as much as they would
have liked.
So now what? The Patriots are the
second double-digit seed ever to make
the Final Four, joining the 1986 LSU
squad, and they are the first mid-major
to do so since Indiana State and Penn in
1979. They’ve silenced all their doubters
and put their school permanently on
the map, and coach Jim Larranaga has
established himself as a great tactical
coach and motivator.
The team matches up fairly well with
Florida, the winners of the Minneapolis
region. The lowest seed to win the tournament was eighth-seeded Villanova in
1985. Do the Patriots have one or two
more wins left in their miracle run?

With just about ten games left in the
NBA season, it’s time to start handing
out end of the season hardware. And the
most coveted individual accolade should
be awarded to none other than everyone’s
favorite 7’0” German.
Before I go any further, I should confess
something — I’m from Dallas. I love the
Mavericks so much that my lucky number
is still 24 in honor of the artist formerly
known as Jimmy Jackson. One of my favorite possessions is a pennant autographed
by Popeye Jones and Tony Dumas. And I
send more e-mails to Mark Cuban than I
do to my former roommate, who’s studying abroad. League Pass is vital to my
livelihood, and what I really want to do
with my life is be the Mavericks’ General
Manager.
But there are two reasons why you
shouldn’t dismiss this piece as a bunch
of biased nonsense. First, I don’t actually like Dirk that much. The only current Maverick’s jersey that I own is Josh
Howard’s, and the only Dirk poster on my
wall has Steve Nash (in a Mav’s uniform)
as its focal point. I still haven’t completely
forgiven Dirk for his world-class choke
job in last season’s playoffs. So I’m writing this article because I think Dirk is the
most deserving candidate, not because
I’m some sort of Nowitzki groupie. B u t
even if you don’t buy that, you know the
phrase, ‘just because you’re paranoid
doesn’t mean they’re not out to get you?’
Well, just because I’m biased doesn’t mean
I don’t have a valid argument.
see ROFFMAN, page 19
Leah Roffman is a junior majoring in
political science and philosophy. She can be
reached at Leah.Roffman@tufts.edu.
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WOMEN’S TENNIS

Women go 0-3 on spring
break trip to Fab
Five Tournament

Jumbos split with Virginia Wesleyan
in final doubleheader of road trip
In the last matchup of
its 11-game southern road
trip, the baseball team split
BASEBALL
at Virginia Wesleyan, Sunday

Tufts 7
Virginia Wesleyan 1
Tufts 3
Virginia Wesleyan 8

JAMES HARRIS/TUFTS DAILY

a doubleheader with Virginia
Wesleyan College on Sunday,
winning the first game 7-1
and dropping the second 8-3.
In the second leg, the
Jumbos built an early 2-0 lead
in the first inning on a twoRBI double by junior tri-captain
Bryan McDavitt. This advantage
did not last for long, however,
as Virginia Wesleyan countered with three runs in the
first and tacked on one in the
second and two in the third.
Tufts never capitalized on
the four errors committed by
the Marlins, only scoring one
more run in the fourth inning
on an RBI double by senior
tri-captain Greg Chertok.
Unfortunately
for
the
Jumbos, the games were both
seven innings, giving them
fewer outs to compile a lateinning rally; Virginia Wesleyan
scored two more runs in the
fifth inning to seal their victory.
The first game was another
story for Tufts as junior Ben

Simon supported his team with
a nearly flawless pitching performance. He threw all seven
innings and yielded four hits
and no earned runs, striking
out five. In a doubleheader
at the end of a long road
trip, his stamina on the mound
allowed the rest of the pitching
staff to rest for the second set.
With the exception of a
solo home run by freshman
rightfielder Brian McDonough
in the second inning, all of
the offensive fireworks came
in the top of the fifth inning.
Freshman Kevin Casey started
the rally with a leadoff walk,
which turned over the lineup
and brought up the power hitters to drive in the runs. After
Chertok singled and junior
Brian Casey drew another free
pass, senior Jim O’Leary drove
in Kevin Casey from third.
McDonough and junior Kyle
Backstrom capped off the rally,
driving in two men apiece.
Knocking out Marlin starter junior Chris Rivera in the
fifth inning, the Jumbos forced
their opponents to use five
pitchers to finish the game.
The team will only have
a couple of days to readjust
to the colder weather as it is
scheduled to square off against
the 5-2 Massachusetts Maritime
Academy
on
Wednesday
afternoon in Buzzards Bay.

Sophomore Andrea Cenko and the women’s tennis team lost all three of their matches over spring break.
BY

THOMAS EAGER

Senior Staff Writer

The women’s tennis team,
ranked 27th in the country,
entered the weekend looking
WOMEN’S TENNIS
vs. Gustavus Adolphus, Sunday

Tufts 3
Gustavus Adolphus 6

vs. Washington & Lee, Saturday

Tufts 1
Washington & Lee 8

vs. Pamona-Pitzer, Friday

Tufts 3
Pamona-Pitzer 6

to pick up victories over highly
ranked opponents and jumpstart
the second half of its season.
These hopes were dashed at
the Fab Five Women’s Tennis
Tournament where PomonaPitzer, host Washington & Lee,
and Gustavus Adolphus defeated
the Jumbos on consecutive days,
leaving Tufts at 0-3 on the tournament and 5-5 on the season.
The tournament, designed to

bring together teams from different regions prior to the start of
the main season, headlined seven
of the top 10 teams in the country, including No. 1 Emory, No. 2
Washington & Lee, No. 3 Amherst,
and No. 4 Gustavus Adolphus.
“I think that if it [had] been during the middle of the season and
not our first match, the results
would be different,” junior singles
player Jen Luten said. “I think the
first match is always the hardest,
and we have also been practicing
indoors and this match was our
first outdoor match.”
The Jumbos had their best
chance of victory on Friday
against Pomona-Pitzer, the only
unranked team in the tournament. The top of Tufts’ singles
lineup held strong, but Tufts was
handed a 6-3 loss.
Luten, playing at No. 1, outlasted Sagehen freshman Rebecca
Lange 6-4, 1-6, 6-3. At No. 2, senior
co-captain Becky Bram dominated Pomona-Pitzer freshman
Kathryn Myers 6-1, 6-1. Junior
Stephanie Ruley picked up the

final win for Tufts in third singles,
taking the match in three sets
against junior Brittany Biebl 7-5,
1-6, 6-2.
Below the top three singles
players, the Jumbos were unable
to get a handle on the Sagehens.
The bottom three singles players
and all three doubles teams fell to
their respective opponents, with
only junior Silvia Schmid earning a third set, falling 4-6, 6-2,
10-5 to Sagehen freshman Anne
Yoshizawa.
On Saturday, the team faced off
against the No. 2 Washington &
Lee Generals, who defended their
ranking and their home courts,
downing Tufts 8-1.
“We knew that this match
would be our biggest challenge,”
Luten said. “However, we also
thought that the team would
underestimate our abilities. They
are a great team, but I think we let
them have a little too much credit
on the court.”
The only Jumbo victory against
see WOMEN’S TENNIS, page 19

ULTIMATE FRISBEE

E-Men earn 14-2 mark in
College Southerns and Ultimax
BY

NATE GRUBMAN

Senior Staff Writer

After making the 17-hour
drive down to Georgia, the
Ultimate Frisbee team made
sure that its annual spring
break trip was more than just
a party.
After going 7-1 in the
College Southerns at Georgia
Southern University, the EMen went 7-1 in the Spring
Ultimax
tournament
at
Eastern Carolina University
and drove home with a No 20
ranking in the nation.
“We played extremely well,”
senior handler Evan Ream
said. “It’s early in the season
and so a big part was just
getting confident and used to
playing outside. I would say
we definitely did that. We got

a lot more comfortable playing together as a unit.”
The tournament culminated with the E-Men earning a
chance to battle No. 5 William
& Mary in the Spring Ultimax
Championship match. Tufts
was able to hang around with
William & Mary and trailed by
one at the half, 8-7, after a key
break by William & Mary. The
Jumbos could not pull off the
upset, however, dropping the
match 15-12.
“That was an amazing
game,” senior captain Rob
Spies said. “William & Mary
is a really good team. Going
into that game, we knew it
was going to be a battle and it
was.”
see FRISBEE, page 19

MEN’S TENNIS

Jumbos upset Chapman, drop to Point Loma and Occidental in L.A.
BY

KYLYN DEARY

Senior Staff Writer

There was no time for tanning as the men’s
tennis team headed to Los Angeles for their
spring training trip.
MEN’S TENNIS
vs. Occidental, Mar. 23

Tufts 2
Occidental 5

vs. Point Loma, Mar. 21

Tufts 2
Point Loma 5

vs. Chapman, Mar. 19

Tufts 4
Chapman 3

The Jumbos took on three tough teams
over the break, a difficult schedule made even

tougher by the fact that they only had one day to
practice on outdoor courts. Thursday’s 5-2
loss against Occidental University capped off
the trip.
In singles, McCooey was the lone Jumbo
to gain another point for Tufts as he won his
match 6-0, 7-5. McCooey went untouchable
in singles play throughout the tournament.
“Sean McCooey is our MVP so far,” coach
Doug Eng said. “He is playing well. But we
have a team where any one of the guys can
rise to the occasion and win a big match.”
Although Occidental’s singles dominance
sealed the Tigers’ victory, the Jumbos finally
put their doubles skills together, something
they had been unable to do over much of the
trip. Senior tri-captain Jon Rubenstein and
junior Sean McCooey picked up their second
win of the trip at No. 2, winning 8-2, while
sophomore Will Fleder and junior Matt Gallin
picked up their first win as a duo at the third

doubles position by winning in a tiebreaker,
7-4. The first team duo of senior tri-captain
Paul Roberts and junior Corey Keller lost a
tight battle, going down 7-2 in the tiebreaker.
The squad faced Point Loma Nazarene
University on Tuesday. Taking advantage of
the close level of play atop the Tufts ladder,
Eng switched the top four in the singles lineup.
“Coach Eng’s system gives us all a chance to
play at the top spot,” Rubenstein said. “This is
the first year there has been no griping about
the line-up. Guys are finally shutting up and
playing the tennis needed to beat the big
teams.”
All three of Tufts’ doubles teams were
defeated to start off the match. As singles
matches were facing off, the Jumbos looked
overpowered down the six courts.
Keller, in the sixth spot, won his first set, but
his Sea Lion opponent battled back to defeat

him in a third-set tiebreaker. McCooey won
in straight sets to gain the Jumbos’ first point.
Roberts also outlasted his opponent at the No.
4 spot, beating senior Sean Sand 10-6 in the
third-set super tiebreaker.
But those efforts were not enough, as the
Jumbos came up short and suffered their first
loss of the season with a final score of 7-2, feeling the shortcomings of the doubles matches.
“We need to get our doubles better,” Eng
said. “It’s still early in the season so when we
play some of the teams later, I’m sure we will
be fine. We all know the doubles point can be
big.”
The first match of the trip was against
Chapman, ranked 25th nationally. After a long
flight and little time to adjust to differences of
outdoor courts, the Jumbos came back from
a 3-1 deficit to upset the Panthers. The team
see MEN’S TENNIS, page 20
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ADAMS

WILEY

SUDOKU
Level: Gentle

LATE NIGHT AT THE DAILY
03/28//06

David Pomerantz: "And I, Jason Richards, am PDFing your
mom."

Solution to Friday's puzzle

Jason Richards: "Did you say 'from behind'?"
Complete the grid so each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every
digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve
Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.

David Pomerantz: "I didn't, but I am now.'
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